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- ABSTRACT

This study guide groups eleven lessons into. four
study units The first unit, discusses the: de velopMen:s- and basic
concepts of solar heating. The second unit deals with .the
nomenclature of the solar heating system. The third study unit covers
sizing of the solar heating, system ..o, meet,,demand and 'discusses the
operation of *'he total system.-.The fourth unit presents learning
materials concerning installation and servicing of ,solar assisted
heating systems. 'There are review tests and upit-examinations
structured for assiStance in reviewing the material and in''
integrating new informatIon, with that 1Tarned 'previously.
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Thrs Qudy Guide
ts You/ At Home

"Mstnictor"

I
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Follow All Directions,
Carefully

J



Beginning Your Prograrns.St di Hints

1. Carefully d these twelve steps.
This ir-ormatich outlines the 4,1,
learn new inforrna -)n and sk i-
,with a guide o- how to stud}
course. We dc -ot expect yo_
tional and reminde-
your S'ucy. G :W

our instructional or-gram will help you
--"ese 12 steps are -ere to provide you

D achieve the tae:- results from your
-emorize them. w.il receive aidi-
-ow to study as J progress 'through

2. S- elect a place to . .:dy where distr--no-- are at a minimum.
A plea.' it at- .cohere, good pr: =r temperature a cor7fortable chair
and d or and minima -dis= o television 7 "adic) willhelp you

chie resultt.

'3. Rasd tF e ~rj"`uctron to your Stub,- a 14.41
This ^ vvas written to info-m the organization and s ubture of
you- b. anal materials an: Wthey'were developed to help you
imp- yc learning. This .is the first stage of the learning system. It is

te "'el: you learn how to
coo

4. Study th oraviews in,yOur Study
OncOk outb.:, iim to read the.first Ur
con_ -age the learning progrc
prP = subject matter you

zsae.

:--view, you w I have entered the se-,
iese sectiors will'give you a brief
study in each unit of the textbook.

5. Careful' -slow -ne.directions that .ediately follow the Unit Preview.
The will provide you w me guidance andodirection heeded to
use ._-_-ok and Study Guid- *. achieve optimal. benefits.

6. Study tr ...earning Obfectives of the__ ,sson.
Thi act Dn will tell you the of the specific lesson and will list
sorr--- 74 7-e ,rnportant concepts learn. This materiarwill help you
lean dy providing you with clues or What to expect.

7. Study the assigned textbook reading.
The textbook contains important technical information
were identified by specisaliSts in Pie heating industry.
source,of fe rence..

and concepts that
It is yourprimary



:.

8. Immediatply after readingthe extbook 96ignment-completeA assigned
ProgresS Review in your Study Guide. r

iTheProgress Review allows you to apply your newl acquired kil- .lec ze tor
. answer questions an solve problems. It also will ist youi- :lar -ling

any. miiundersta trigs you have regarding the subje matter you ust
studied. , i

9:Compare your anks with those given in the Answer iC in the laal-_-k of vi--
the Study Gqids. .

This 111provide-ypu With immediate feedback of you achieveme tnet.e'"-
is disagreement regarding a test item answer, or if yoU need cl---.- cation,.

4. refer. back to the textbook. If you need 'nip re help,. fill :ut _ udent
Assistance form and-mail'it to your instructOr.

4-

10. After you have reviewed your l?rOgress Review and the text mater44 -"mem.'
",--,steps 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 for the riViaining assignments within the eit

4 ..
"11. Complete the Unit Examination and mail it to your instructor.

The results of this test will assist your instructs- -in 5valuatin
-_; . -ur :ro-

: gress and achievement. Tt)e result% willalso.be used to provH,F ,u..,th
reMedial assistance wren.'necessary. ,

-.-'

12. Begin your next,triit df study.imnodiately4 ter'mailing the Unit E v-a: cn.
Yobr certificate of achievement.will be mailed to you after you
ly complete all the assignm8-4ts inthis course, the Four U it Ev-...-minaiions,
'tat Cciurse Evaluation Form: Remember, one of the imp rtant advantajts
othome study .S that YOU set your.ovin pace of educat onal
You are in control of when, where, and how yo study. hp scnocil w. I pro-
videvide you with.soecially developed instructional materials to HELP Y U BE

4.,\ SUCCESSFUL in hophe 'study. Do not hesitate io write rene VC need
assistance. Good Lock!

4

, ihstfucticrnal SIM(
-

t - .4$
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OIURSE OBJECTIVES

For the purpoies of c-...,,e,::-7.-.-hg this training course, a heating and air condition-
ing techrkian is identif #1,0 a...: -..-. person who may sell,-design, specify and/or super-
vise the installation of ira":1 residential- and.light commercial heating and air:
conditioning systems -n.7 -,g the use of recognized standard components,

The essential.trainirc 7:iective of this sis to provide the heath and air:.
conditioning technicia-, war rundamenta c al knowledge on solar assisted
heating in order that try ecrrnician may acq advance in design, installa-
tit and servicing ressibilities as the mark. pon r solar.assisted heating pro-
g sses.,, r ' . . .

Upon-the completion of the cotirse, the st-udent echnician should be able to:
.

-1. Identify and unders4and the iftinction of all thq componnts, in both air and
h4Oronio solaressi7ted heatindsystemsusing 'flat pl4te collectors.

"2." *Size and layout all the typical solar components used .in residential orlight,
comniercial solar systems with guidance 'and,' assistance from component

, .manufacturers.
I (.

3 Assiat in planninc and supervising,the installation of solar components in
reskiencesand o-,;: 3r Irghlly constreCted buildirg7 with ng unusual occupancy
requirements. . ,

_
_

4. Assist in troublesnooting common solar 'assisted heating ;:1/211erational pro-
.

blems. 1 t,r
1/

. .

In preparing t s material, it has been assumed that ale student technician: 1) un-
derstands basic Heatig industry terminology; 2) has knowledFc_ of neat i^ =s calcu-

1 lation procedur an svrows simple duct and ;..-ipe sizing techniques, as
presented in recc., , t,._. curses in Fundamentals of Heating, Heating & Cooling,....2
S3Stern Design anL ay..J.zern Hydronic Heating', Oras noVnally accquired by prac-
tical 'expeence "on the job" in the industry. . P ..,.

Masteryof these training objectives will be demontrated by successful comple- . -

D tion _of foul writte 'unfits" examinations during the training riod.- '
.p.. 'a t -. ,

1

t

1
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Fundame tals-pf o lar Heating

Introduction1 .3

You are about to join thousands of other arnbitiousReOPle ho save found cor-
respondknce study a Most efficient all rewarding way Of continu'n-g their educa-
tion. The O t,Jff that y. have chosen to enrtyl+ in afiche study.edu ational prog
indicates that youealize the irnRortance of continuing (7r educati
Technolggicakadya,Aoe ar6r creating nikw new jobs inibusiness and industry,
well-as, elkininating so

'" continuing educatio
frig industrial and to

Home:study is bein
:'sions to update their jnawledge 94 a field of studyas asa means of learning,

w subject matter. Many businesses and industrial/companies encourage their :
rnployees to enroll in corTespondence programi a? a cinivenient means of main-

taining and irtiproving proferssional skills. . ,.... ..

Much resear6h and effort has been put forth to deeloO a program of ttudy.
w h will assist you in achieving your desired goal of self-improvement. All of,
iou'i" tructional materials \have been w(itten and designed to 1-0EI.9 Y'fili TO \.,,
LEARN I ..".

e i
YYou kludational

7

masterials consist primarily of a spectaWy created textbook,
Fundamentals of Solar Heatirig,and a Study Guide.
. The textbOok was edited by Dr.. James J. Buller, Professir, Industrial Tech-
nCillagy., The phi.° Slate University and Jarnes Hi H aly, Director of Education,,

\Northamerican Heating andAiroonditioning Wholes lers Association-
.

You will be learning new information frofh your tex book much the saute as'yo4c
would in a regular classroom school except that You will do it at yoi41r own ace in A
the convenience of your-own home. ,'kr

4) 1,

The Study Guide has been developed by professional ''educators to help you
le_arn,rnore efficiently and eff-e-Ctively. -The Study Guide is designed to jirdvide ybu
with Imrnediate confirmaticin or correction of yoUriinderstanding.of4he subject

More than ever
be,.96ming m

nical Changes.
used sucCessitilly by large

m
n.
is

efore, men and women are finding t t °
they are to keep pact with increas- -r

t.' ,

tubers of people in the profes-

4

,matter.'
.

4 ,

A
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:Hov*-Does The Ihstructiohat System.Wor,ls? ry_ .,
r

The twi,Vcrerks are designed to serve as'a 11rograrrrmed" instr ctional system=
Whichxill provide you with immediate feedback about Your success in understan- .
ding argior applying the learne,d informatibX. The"StudyGuide assumes the role of
a "sutistilUtfr" tea-cfleE fof the hcime.study student. Thus it provides you with the:
necessary.gUidance actd"directionjo help clarify, apply, understand,sand reinforce 1

your-learning-activities. k 74).4, t) 4 .y
There are review tests apdunit_exerninations, structured kothatfhey pssist.you

in reviewing the terial jutt studied and in integrating neW information kith:that
learned in preVio s lessons. The unit'examinations will ilk) serve as, a diagndstic . ,

,and evaluative tool foryobr in-structOr.- . .
-.

; The main purpose of the review iatests and unit examinapons is .t6 deterrriine
wlietter yous have attained the de'dired goals or purposes orthe courss. Y6,06.06-
strutter dill use the result S of the unit examinations fo provide you WitNiturther in-
struction 'arid remedial* assislaFfte whenever n ces ary.-

'''
- , .

. ...... /1,

'How To Use The ludyeCglide , .,, /

:

\

:A-brief intrOducti to each unit of study &s presentepn your StUdy Guide. A unit
of studyis.merely a collection of several cl ely related assignmepts. -.

A preview of each ssignment is also included in your-Study Guide. -It Contains
-The general purpose o he textbook section and whatyou should/be ;abla to.do
,atteNtudyirtg4he;ection. Generally, alter reading a specific unit preview, you will

s.

be referred to an, assignment. in. your textbook. - - 1.1

. I', -.. --'
Brogressjieview ).. --'4' ....
f

1 After completing each'textbook:rpding assignmerit, you will tte askeoPto com-
plete a erogress Review invour &hid, Guide. it is important that Yo 'first attempt
to answer the rekew questions witheluctAe assistance of, yoU,r textboek. er you`

: . complete all'of the items, cbegk your answers with those listed intheAns er Key'
located in the hack ofth Study Giiide. If you selected kWreing,answer., oif you
were unable to understand.a questiOn; refer/ tack 49.)the faxfbook. Reread ftiis
page and study the iciforrriation until you und*Vand why the answerlisted in your
Study 1.1ide 'is the best response-or solutiamto areukusstion. pc, NOT RETURN.
THIS ASSIGNMENT IFOR'GFlAptNG. F.: ,4P .1

lfafter following th,4esteps, yovu still ere unable to understand a question Err -:
-find the appropriate solutionto a problem, complete one4f the StudenAssistarice ..;

t-m§ provided in your course package Wad mail it to the Managp of tudent Ser-
-vibes. Please, BE CERTAIN TO-PROVIDE AL+ OF, THE (NFOR-MTION'RE,Q,UiRED
.ON THE FORM, sothat y may be given appropriate assistance:\ %.- .1----

i l .1 . i4 N
, , 1.

t,

5
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Unit, Examination ., . '.4 ,- . # 0 .. .
4ftcr, yo4;-halie' satistadtortly 6.r.-11:?lettd severaf.Progress Reviews. .an0.4re

. ..,
.... .

necesSarylreading and review, of the ie,.8 rOtekial, you will be asked tdecimplete-a.
"Unit Exenihation.1The ansyiterS-tot-he eitamihillons.are not includedl-r5. your Study.- i.iiefe..Aist),:y-4.3hoUldnofrefer to your textbook 10 'firidthe answers to\questio.ps L.

ln.the Unfit 64arninttgon.flemestikr, these te.stS ate part of yourfistrucll'ap*pro: ,
grarri..They2.4reiiesigndd-to provide your instrudtorwith some information' r ar:-

, ding Your progregA. This means "if. evaluation dill assist ytrur to her. in provi 1Irig ,

..edditiolial. instruction an .assistance to nelp4mpupve youniedu atiOna1.7grow2h...'
. , ,.,rYourlinitexerninatiph. paper. MUST. EfE.RFOURN.Ep foi-reyole ktioy our instructor-

lour Stu,dy Schedule-, _ .,- -., ' s -n- ''fil . :-,------,, ,. .
lrobircourse. is 0c/idea: into four unifg.of,Atudy; As a rule Of tt:lum. .. ' yoi Should

devOte approiimately three eeks. to each unit.. Therefore; .on ple".ev ge, a etu
.-dent should be able to.contpfete thiScaur'se in ebouftwelveweekS. Hpyviver: some

studOhts may complete the,Coi,iinilss tien'e and-a- few itiidehts 'may need more
..time because of44nuOaLvili:irk Schedules or personekreiSpAh'sibi.lities. This is one.:ofitt:te-real advantage:S,Oth, me sktlifiy:THE STUDENT CAN SET : t -P18-.OWN WORK

PAGE. - .. ''''k 1 e,



PAEVIEW OF UNIT ONE

The first' unit of th'icourse consists of the first two lesson of the textbook.
Lesson One, Solar Hera ing and Cooling, explains the basic concepts, system com- .

ponents, system types, and economic considerations involved -with Solar Energy.
As you progres§,,throu h this lesson, ybu will be introduced to the major com-
ponents which cmpri e a system together-with different types, of systems. You
will develop a sense; of the advantages and disadyantages of thse types of sys-.
tems as they apply to various applications. Because of their newness, it is also im-

.

portant that you gain -an awareness of the .economic implications involved with
solar systems: thair initial cost and their possible long term economic payback. A
final consiaeretion.inithis ihtroduQtory.lesson concerns climatological considera-
tions,'a torSic of importance to you since the climate for a given area.has a direct

..ef,fct' on the. cost of the system. ' .

,

, cv - , .

Lesson: .,-;Solar Radiation, IS written. to increase your knowledge of the
energY,sbiirceyou p144,to,utilize: the nature Of..solar radiation and the composition
of solar rayS:\Since, as one would expect, different people rneaStire the same item,

-:. in differgpt was (aryd.th,i,,,s, area of study is no exception). Thege differences of
measure,wirl be explainedtogether with techniques to convert the measures into a
"knovin stan.dard., This ability to understand measures -of radiation will help you
determine-and comprehend just how much solar energy can be expected to reach

Rt.:given spot.on earth over a given period of time. Once these data are covered, you.,
. will learn- hOw radiation varies in its concentration as seasons pass and weather

conditions change. How to take optimum advantage of the radiation received is
n dis.ussed. .

he importance of these 'first two lessons lies in your ability to understand the
impact of 6o1 ergy at this histOrical point in time together with the equipment
aid techno ogy that vailable to utilizeit. Latetlessont tvill cover much of these
data in greater detail. Mastery of this portion, of the course will enable you to pro-

; gress through later lessons with greater assurance.
. -

tit, g. you continue through .thiS course, keep in Mind that the purpose of the.
. lessons is to provide you with knowledge so you can deVelcy an understanding
about solar heating systems: Therefore, do not just study, to pass the
coursestudy to become a competent representative of the heating and cooling
indust.,



LESSON 04E'
Learning Objectives

Lesson One Solar Heatinb'-and Coo/ing,.explainsthbasic Concepts, structure,
and ecilnOmic considerationS involved with solar heating and cooling. The lesson

4 .

is designed to be% comprehensiv&introduction which..wil3 permit.an overarl under.
standing, together with same insight, to the economic implications ,,involved withthese systems.

:5' '" 1
i

pd\ ,

To .fully and effectively Complete this overvievv,--yOu shou. ti' achieve the
17 'Y' t°following goals: \ -._.... ?' , . , e

1. the, major components of a.sotar heating and Solar;c06-fihgt system.

2. Distinguish thediffereQCes.between air and liquid, systems.,.

3. Identify the differences, within the component groups.
mul

4. Describe what types ofsystems have practical- valtue as opposed to systems
under development with possible_ future promise.

'5. Explain the difference behheen active and passive solar heating.

6. Describe the basic. expectations of performance of different types of
systems.

7. Recognize the advantages and disadvantages of the various types of com-
ponents within a system.

8. Identify and describe the economic implications of solar heating and solarcooling.

9. List all the items involved in costing a system.

10. Name the climatological dharacteristics which are involved in sizing a solar
heating/solar cooling system.

11. Explain how the availability, and cost of conventional fuelS will impact on
solar heating/solar cooling.

GO TO. YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY LESSON 1]

-



LESSON ONE
Progrets Review

Study Lesson One in your textbook before you attempt to complete this review.

Please indicate Whether the following statements are true or false by drawing a cir-
cle around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to indicate. FALSE).

T F 1. A solar heating and/or cooling system is any system which utilizes
solar energy as source of heat.

-T F 2. A passive system usually has no moving parts and is not the majo
concern of the people taking this course.

7

T. 3. A concentrating soldr collector best utilizes diffuse solar radiatio.n

T F 4. The insulation 'beneath the absorber plate helps produce a quiet r
operating solar collector.

T

T

5. Like flat plate collectors, concentrating collectOrs can operate in a
weather conditions so long as minimal light conditions exist.

6. An R-10 insulation rating is more than adequate for the surfaces of I-
quid thermal storage units.

T F 7. Insulation materiolton the bottom of a 64,,water storage tank mu
withstand a compression weight of 280 pounds per square foot.

8. Packing and/or side wall stress is not a problem in a pebble-bed he
storquid solar system.

A

T F 9. A good quality steel tank will not be subject to any problems duri
the life, of the system.



10. While a solar air sy'sterr -equires lower capital costs, more electric
energy _is rectoit.ired durin: is life to move/the-heat from the collector
to.storage to use as cor -iared to a liquid solar system.

-11: Liquid solar systems have a long history of working Well arid the
critical cot is low.

r

T F 12. A heat pump could be.considered as an auxiliary heat supply in sbrne
areas of the country. . /

,4-4k
a a

3

.

T 13. Of the absorption refrjgerafion currently in use, the Lithium- Bromide
chillers appear to hold the most promise.

41.

T F 14. Through the use of a Solar-Rankine-Cycle Engine, a device such as a
heat pump could become a solar related device even rn its cooling
cycle.

15. The cost of conventional energy (gas, oil, etC.) should level off withirl
the next five years. .,.

T F 16. The amount of solar radiation available during the heating season is
a major economic consideration for a solar heating'system.

T

T

F 17. Currently, electricity is the best fuel to buy in terinb of cost per
million Btu's throughout the country.

F 18. Property taxation rate and loan interest rate are just two of the items
which must be considered when costing a solar heating, system.*

19. Except for minor differences, cities elan:- the same latitude have
-equal solar.Btu's ayailableto them.

T F 20. Snow is not as. much of a consideration when planning a solar
energy system for Flagstaff, Arizona as for Boston, Massachusetts.

to



\ z

r -
Fill in the blanks with the word (or words - hidh most accurately completes the
thought. 'a 1\.. 1 1

1

21: The two basic types of solar energy sy' .ms are called active and

/

22. A roof monitor,'asouth-facing eiticiov.. and -a are all e)c-
dmples of pasSive sorer collectors.

23. The two-t4C types of solar coflector are or
1.

4;.".

-)
'24. The 'absorber plate is usually :

the solar. adiation. ,

25. Solar collectors tend to lose heat through

, and /or

.

Q.

'

in cplor.,w ich 'aids- in

26. The layer of still air between' the gla s and the absorber acts to reduce
rs

loss:

27. Because of their size, air thermal.-storage units are normal y placed into the
building construction.

5

28. Round pebbles Ito ,in size are ideal for a pebble-bed heat
storage unit. 4-.

29: If a hOrizohtal pebble-bed beat stor e unit is-used, the height of the unit must
not-exceed

30. Water heat storage units are subjec4 to , 'especially at the

4



31. Two type auxiliary electric-heat in solar heating systems ace

Or - or both.

lr

32. For cooling residential building,- sol r energy, is Only directly useful in

methods.

33. In terms of realistic leOpomiCS, only the (\ syStem appears
to be practical fOr solar cooling, at least Into the early.19>1's

\ . ,
-,,

.34. A twat- pump is I mech4anical vapor-compression system consisting of a

1.
11 land an

35- /4protOtype solar heating system, using.rcul.a*g air, has been operational/ al> since.157 with major problems and essentially,no
qcosts. I

36. Solar.heating should provide percent of the annual heating re-
quirements to be praettat and econdmical.

If

37. Considerations that may influencEij users toward solar heating are:

1. Incorporation of systems into

2. First costs .versus

3.. Ease of and

and reliability.

12

I I



. \r
' In thelollowirig multiple choice quuitronsj choose the p4ase which most correct-
°iv completes the statement and circle-the.co9respon g letter in 'front .of the
phrase.

38. Which ite5 Is NOT a component of an a'IlLair sblar heating/solar fooling
System? - -

, A . '
. anxiliary 'furnace.
: heating/cootiheating/cooling distribution systina. >-.

. solar collector.
0.1 boiler. '': ii i

7-- e. .coolie unit, ' k'..
.. t

h' .;"
,

f. thermOstorage unit.'`
4 tr on;, .

. "\-,_ ,:, , /. -39. Of the cooling systems listed b low "indicate which is-currently available for
residential solar cooling. - *41

7
, 7_.

'
-

-.
r. V

,-----C
, ..,

i t ...'-.1

b. Munfes Environmental Control - 1 i(a.

rEvaporafive.Coplirfig

Through ROCk Bed; \ ll
.)6. ,Thiethylerie Glycol Open Cycle Disceccant System

d.. -RadiatiVe Cooling . - l
4 .

!'

40. Based on Olt: factors .presented in this unit, it is essential that solar
. .

,,,

heating/solarcooling system,s provide the u*er with: ,.

ti

a. comfort and safety.
. maximum return for dollar invested.

a good looking extAior to the building.
snob appeal,

7

a

Compare your answ with those gjven in the answer key in the back of this Study
Guide. If you hay any questiOrrregardins? the correct response to a review item,
refer to your tbook for clarifiaation. (S7eeStudy Hint No. 9.)

\.
DO NOT RETURN THIS REVIEW QUIZ FOR GRADING

2
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LESSON TWO
Learning Objectives

. -,... N - ,...
Lesson II .ar Radiation, explainswhat this course is all-EkboUta-the use of r-

. solar enerc. .1-iichreaC)ies earth for heating and .coolingein itbi% lels n, you who%
discover the way energy giVen off b;Alpasun is altered .befoqVit reach pepafth

-and how the energl/ that does reach tie earth can behest utilized. Thus,,.your o
jective will tie to reCogniie the factorS which affect the availability of solar radi
ticin ae-the44arth'I sittface. , '. --1

,

9
``........

ft1Hy and effeicjiyely complete this lesson, you'should try to at
, - 4foil wincrgoals: ,

. -k

Recognize those conditiois for ,exarrrpfToud , dust,- and oth
`trlospheric pollutants; shdittg from trees &d.ndin s;f6d collect& ori .t>

flail andilt,githip alfeal solar energy reaching, he collecto .

N: .

2. Dpscribe the difference between direct and diffuse,rgdiation. :',.\--
-. .- (--- . N'

4

3. ..,.ReCpgnizethe unitsof measure used to' report solar radiation.

4. Convert solar 4iaiion from one unit of 'measure to another using standard
cor Ian factors.,

5. Del- .t-trit --e_arnewnt of solar radiation available fora given period c i rrie.'
. .

6. Des_ De the effect of seasonal variations.
, .

.
7. , Rec'gnize the ,importance of hourly variations.

8. ,Learn and,ocate sources'of solar data.

. 9: Select the' data needea for alanning.a solar system-,

`

10.,
,

Blend the inTormatior leaned in, lessons I and II into a singlular unit of,
knowledge.

)

GO TO YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY LESSON TOO



LESSON TWilo -,

;,:, 6pgress R4vieiN° ,
I

A

4 ,\

.af it ..

gal 0 *r * . 7, i`,2.,' ,14 1 i-- It I, . ,Stydy LOson Two in your textbook before.you attempt tb corn:- ete this reviem .
,.,4

ito whetneir the following s tements are true of falsf- Dytrawing a cir-1-
indic.-.atejg_Ug) orLit .i.ndicte FALS,E). \

iil
F. .1..The su=7's energy ean tie-e> tEriveFted om eslectftdmagnetic W,aveK

heat. , '
t/ , ,

from
_ , eT F 1 The sus approximately..93 million Iles ffom earth'.

PleaSe indi
,,cle arotTd, T

. '- V . I:'
TA ., F 3.. he earth's inhabitants are not all that interestecktri solar energy.,

..t.. . . ,'.
T F 4.14bfrar d radiation wave's are\ Ibrig. ,

.

° T F 5.-The sufi .produces the greatest amount of energy inthe visible range.
.

T MF 6. A
\
solar colleCtor absorbs radiation from twq of the three radiation

regions of interest to this :nurse.
. . (

7. The upper atmosphere, clouds and duslall t Ontribute to scattering
solar radiation.

-

T F 8. Solairenergy on a horizontal surface willahoW month to mon-'h

9. Solar rays must pass throu:-.-1 a 11'\r thicknets pf atmogphe-e in the
early morning.

. .'s

T F 10.' The exposure of solar energy on --rticaisiii.faCes is the same as t
exposure on horizontal surfaces.

T F 11. Of greatest use is knoven the e,-nectedmonthly radiation on a sur-
face during the period of ne heating season.

15 9 '1



-If

-A I -
Fitiln the blanks worth the;word (or words) which "mosraCcurately completes -.he

, 12.'It is toll* sunlight,tkhatweseceived in pastoges tharlklqpwe th; existence of
)1\, our fuels.

thought...L

I.
13. They, t° y es of .sola5 rays whtliware of interest to

,
.01,,01,` , and Iii"

. . A
s'Ab

* ' "
-14. The abbreAvationof,frifish Thermal Units peVsquare

a
P

4 ..1

A

^15..To conywkangle4lirit,g Btu/112,i( cbltiply by

16. UV is the abbreviatiortfRi
`,.

17. Infrar6d is abbfrviated

ttvis course are

J

18. Materials -witt a temperature below 800°F emit only

4

4

radiation.

19. In the''wVer, the sun is

resultant angle

face.
I

S

,7

- in the sky than r the summer, and

the amount of -adiation intercepted ona flat s_
o

1

21 The amount of energy intercepted by a-- horizontal surface, is TI UC

as the,angle (heignt) cf the sur increases.

21. Generally speaking, the angle of the sun _cove the onzon at noon is

xi the sur---ner for latitudeE -leer

40°N.

in the winter and



":r`t, 1 ` r .. , .V---

.-22. The ,.greatest intenlity, of solar radiatiortoccel'rs 'during the 1

,. , X'
' hdurs. . si U. ,'.. ..... .,

4
, 1. . ' V .,',,

7,4 1)wall c

sk

23. North expo'sure to/direct solar racilati9n s not impo4ttant t'opeople.living' (r3
.thg,, hernispherp./ 4 '

7

1/4: 1 C. p ... 1p

24.:In the northern hErmisphere, the solar collector is ai
4 ..

,
' 1 . ....

.
..

25. As ; i i general rule, a s p lar colledt'dr u4d for heating._OnlY shouldittave a44ilt
-.equal to the plusl , dbgreeS.- r

,.. a
a.

,,
6 ,' . . .

-, .
`26. A. solar collector ca51,, bA orienk i eaisrsor w t o due south

without any seriousseffedt on its collect' Cability. -

L
...,

f

*

A .._----1

\2
.

,
, ti, . , -

7 4schar collector oriented 15d4rees to the east of due south will'

'

the time of peak collectiort by / hour.

In the following multiple choice questions, choose the phrase which most correctly'
completes the statement and circle the, corr9spondinglettler it front of the phrase.

28. The earth offers the sun what quality of target to absorb its radiation?

a. Very good
b: Average
c. Very small
d. None of the above

s
29. If the,amount of solar radiation.received by the earth Were reduced,

,

a. nothing would happen.
b. the eart would freeze.
c. the earth would boil.

4
I-



-
30. OP surface temperature of the sun itfapprqx-imatelyv,..

,
-

sa.. 5,0005P. )
b. 10.000.°F,
c. 15'000°F
d. 20,000°K

#

31: Langleylmin'is the abbi.eviatio'n for
et_

c loris per square centimeter. -a.
b. h

..
47'second-minute named aft& CarlLang*.

minutp.c. calories per Square centimeter per
d. ;both a and c.

32.. Trta solar conttant 'imqual to

a. 1.92i11 Langrey's/mirr.
'4/ 4-b. 428.7 Btu/(ft`.h) -N."

/ c. both' and b
d none of the abqve

3

.

33. When som et5ne says that an pir conditioner is fated pt one ton, they' mean

47,
a. t e unit II produce the same Btu's of cooling as melting one ton of

. ice in one day.
b. the air conditioner weighs one tort:
t. ,the unit will cool one.ton of anything for atday.

116.
a

34: To tilt the,solar collector so that it is perp9ndicular to the sun's rays is

a. advantageous.
b. expensiv'e.
c. ' a waste of time.'
d, all of the above.

'Compare your answers with' those,given in the answer.key in the back of this
Study Guide. If iou have any-question regarding the correct response to a review
item, refer to yoUr textbook for clarification. (See Study Hint No. 9.)

DO NOT RETURN THIS REVIEW QUIZ FOR GRADING

A
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Fundathentals Of Solar' Hiatihg
MUT 0

Student's Mme t

EXAMINATIONis
AeVsddrs '4, C t yb'' .Btater 71p,

'

jpdicateiwhether the fylloverng statements aretrue orfai§e by draWing a
.circle around Tito indicate TRUE) or F,Cto indicate FALSE).

T F 1. Thetwb basic types of solar energy system are called actiVe.and,, .
passWe. -

. ..

F 2. The two basic fypes of solar collectors heat metal,or liquid

T F 3. The absorber platusually silver in color which aids in ref*ting
the difuse solar radiation.

. .
4. Solar collectors tend to lose heat thrbeigh leaks, a high R factor, and

convectiOn..

T F , 5. Because of their size, air their I storage units are normilly'Placed
' into the building after -eonstruction,

T

6. For cooling residential buildings, solar ene gy is only directly useful
in cooling methods using refrigeration cyc s.

7. A riftitOtype solar heating system, using ci lating air, has, been
operated since 1937 with no major problems end essentially no

-maintenance costs.

.. 19
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8. Solar heating should provide 50p0 percent" of
quirementg to the pratticarand economical. ,.

annual heafing re-

_

9. It is to the sunlight (sole/ energy) th was received 'in e past ages
that we owe.the eXistekrice of our ato is fuels.

10. Trot onvgrt Langleys into Bt41ft2, multip

11..Maferials with a temperature belovt, 800°F
tion

ly Infrarep radia-

T
N , .

-F 12. Radiation is terfned direct radiation iNtrhas.not been scattered by
clouds and.dust and diffuse if it has. ' .

T
. ., .

F. 13. The sun's position in our sky variespecaOse, as the earthfollows its
orbit, the tilt of the-earth's axis changes opLrelationship with the sun.

-T. F "14.. The. gretest intensity of solar radiation occurs during the Orly morn-
,ing hours-when the air is.cleagar. : .

15. As a general rule, :a solar collector used for heating onl-y should have a
tilt equal to fifteen degrees plus latitude

16. The optimum tilt of a collector occurs when the Angle of the collector
is alw,ays the same as the incoming radiation.

Fill in the blarik(s) with the word-(or words) which most accurately completes the
thought.

17. A passiye system usually has moving parts and is not the

of the p.eoql-g7aking this course.

18. A concentrating solar oollector best utilizes solar radiation. 3

1t. A chief disadvantage to the use of concentrating colt ors involve the ex-

pense necessary to on the . Vhroughout the day.

20
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20. While a solar air system; requfres capital costs,
energy is ,required during its life to move the s" from the
collecfor,to storage for use than for a liquid-system.

21. .Which gives off the greatest yuantity of heat: Aa gallon of water cooled

from 210° to.188°F, orBa gallon of water cooled from 48° to 18°F?
a

22. Of the absOrption refrigeration currently in use, the

chillers apper to holdthe most promise.

23. Through the use of a solar engine, a dvice such as a

heat pump could become a solar related device
C

in cooling and heating
modes.

24.. It is essential that the solar heating/solar cooling system provide the max-
J.imum possible return for the ,dollacigvested based on savings over the

, and of 'conventional heating systems.

25. Boston, Massachusetts. receives 5" precipitation per year than
Seattle, Washington.

26. The kstorage of inexpensive fuels make it imperative to design ef:
ficient solar heating systems.

I ;

27. Beside radiant (solar) energy, three other forms of energy usetukto-people are:

and

28. The electromagnetic spectrum of the sun's rays depicts dif
-ferent types of radiatiop, but in this course only
and are of interest. -

-2;
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29. The instrument used tcrmeasure solar energy is called a

30. British Thermal Units per square foot 'is expressed in abbreviated form as

31. To convert Langleys into British Thermal Units per square foot, multiply

Langleys by

32: UV means and is . wave length radiation.

33., With the outer space value of solar energy equalling 100 percent,

percent is the normal maximum reaching the earth.

.34.. The cooling capacity of one ton of ice is Btu/h.

35. energy would be intercepted if the collector were to track the

sun across the sky.

36. The generally accepteJ tilt ofJ a heating only collector is latitude plus
degrees:

37. Maximum solar intensity occurs at noon when the sun.is due in

this hemisphere.

38. Atmcisphere, vegetation, and physical barriers cagse the potentially useful

solar energy to

day, and hour to hour.

from location to location, month to month, day to

In the following multiple choice questions, choose.the phrase which most cor-
rectly completes the statement and circle the corresponding letter in front of the
phrase.

22



39. The surface temperature of the sun is approximately.

a. 5000°F.
b. 10;000°F.
c. 15,000°F.
d. 30,000°F.

* 40. Langley/min is the abbreviation for

a. calories per squar'e centimeter.
b. calories per squlare centimeter per minute.
c. calories per cubic centimeter per. Langley minute.

41. The solar constant is equal to

a. 1.940 Langley's/min.
b. 428.7 Btu/(ft2 h).
c. all of the above.
d. none of the above.

42. Which item is not a component of an all-air solar heating/splar cooling system?

a. Auxiliary furnace
b. Heating/cooling distribution 'system
c. Solar collector
d. Boiler
e. Cooling unit
f. Thermal storage unit

43. Based on the factors presented in this unit, it is essential that solar
heating/solar cooling systems provide the user with

a., comfort and safety.
maximtm return for dollar invested.

c. a good looking unit. \--N\
d. snob appeal.

.

Be sure your rive and address
is on your exarffibefore mailing!

23
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PREVIEW OF UNIT TWO
Unit One identified the active solar heating system, and its cornpoments, and

some of the economic problems related to installing such a system to heat a
building. Factors related to solar radiation by direct or diffuse sunlight were con-
sidered, as was the heat load demand for understanding the function and place-
ment or components,

Unit Two provides the learner with the nomenclature of solar heating. Many of
the prgducts used and the procedures employed are common knowledge to people
who understand the electrical, plumbing, and fluid (air or water) handling systems
of traditional heating practices. However, there are some components that are uni-
qbe to solar assisted :leafing and they will be explained in considerable detail.
Keep in mind that solar radiation cannot replace 100% of the annual heat demand,
although it may become the primary heat source with traditional heating equip-
ment having an auxiliary function to perform.

The collector, which comes in contact with solar radiation, is the topic for
'Lesson Three. Explanations are given of. (1) various type of collectors, (2) how col-
lectors are designed and manufactured, and (3) how collectors transfer the-solar
radiation into hot air cir. liquid.

, .

Then, in Lesson Four, the methods of storing heat for use during the night or
periods of low insolation, are discussed. Some advantages and disadvantages of
alternative systems are-explained. An introduction to the problems of designing an
adequately. sized system (to be studied in greater depth in Lesson Six) is provided.

Lesson Rye presents the various control devices and specialty items that are-
needed to assemble the heating system. Air systems use blowers and damperS,
while liquid systems Utilize centrifugal pumps and valves to move heat throughout
the system: Some of the' parts are electrically operated which allows the heating
system to operate automatically. Other cOniponents (specialty items) are manually
controlled and used to either balance or ,maintain the system.

, LearAng the names and funCtionS Qf these components wilt be,nelpful when
Studying the sizing prochduretand op ration of -sdlar sterns in Unit:Three,



T

-LESSON THREE
Leaining Objectives

e
Lesson Three is a study of the solar collector, commonly referred to as the

"heart" of the solar assisted heatiqg system. Regardless, of the fluid (air or liquid)
which will be moved through the collector, the functions are the same; namely to
-6011ect solar radiation and convert it to heat energy.-This lesson deals with the con-
cepts of the function 'and deiign, but not specifications, that a manufacjurer
would use for a given collector. Therefore,-after studying this lesson, you should
be able to:

1. ,Explain'the differences between flat plate and concentrating collectors.

2. Identify the differenbes in how air and liquid Collectors are designed.

3. Describe the operating principles,of various components in the collector.

Recognize different absorber plate designs and method of manufacture.

I GO TO YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY.LESSON THREE

26
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LESSOWTHREE
Progress Review

Study Les Son Three in your textbook before you attempt to complete this review.
Pleaseindicate whether the following statements are true or false by drawing a cir-
cle around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to indicate FALSE). . ,

T F 1.. Concentrating collectors "funnel" the heat to the absorber.

T. F 2. Concentrating collectors pivot during the day.

T F 3. Flat plate collectors can be placced on any side of the roof.

T F 4. Diffuse radiation is unimportant to solar heating.

T F 5. Flat plate collectors aremore popular than concentrating collectors.

T F -6. Flat fate collectors are most efficient at noon.

T F 7. Heat energy is the result of solar insolation.

T F 8. Most radiation that strikes the cover is absorbed by the glass.

T F. 9. "Long wave conversiOn" reduces reradiation,losses through glass
covers.

T F 10. Plastic is a better material than glass for covei-plates.

T F 11. The average annual outdoor temperature may determine'the number
of cover plates needed on a collector.

a
T.. F 12. Any kind of glass is as.eicro'd as another for cover plates.

T., F 13. Most efficient collectors have a vacuum between plates.

-F 14. Black paint is not applied to aluminum absorber surfaces.

15, Absorber Oates have absorptivities of 60% or less.

F 16. Liquid collectors are larger than air collectors because of the space
needed for piping.

27



17. Fluid travels upward in all types of liquid collectors.

18. A 30 psi system is classified as a low pressure system.

T 19. Fluid tubes are always attached .to -the top surface of the absorber
plate.

20. Antifreeze 'can be used in liquid solar collectors as in automobile
radiators to avoid freeze up.

T F

21. Electrolysis is more apt to occur in an air system.

22. Polyurethane foam is the only losulating material for collectors.

23. Since wood rots, collector frames should be made only of metal.-

24. AiVhrough a collector array travels from the top of the roof toward
the eave.

25. Collectors do not need to be attached flat against the roo

26. Outdoor temperature can affect collector effrciency.

7. A high temperature at the collector inlet will reduce collector efficiency.

8. Data for collecctor efficiency are collected at or near noon.

Fill in t e blanics,,with the word (or words) which most accurately coMpletes the
thought.

29. TWo asic types of collectors are and

30. The two transfer systems contain

31. The parts of a solar collector are:

1.

2.
3.

28
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In the following multiple choice questions, choose the phrase which mot cor-
rectly compl es the statement and circle the corresponding letter in front of the
phrase.

32. Liqu -flow rates through collectors are established near which number of
gallons per4fninute?

a. .01 gpm/ q ft
b. .02 sq ft
c. .003 gpm/sq ft
d. .004_gpm/sq ft

33. Flow rates through air collectors are est4blished near which number of cubic
feet per minute.

a. 12'cfm /sq ft
b. 9 cfm/sq ft 414!'

o.* 6 cfm/sq ft
d. a cfm/sq ft

,)
34. The average. absorber plate temperature iyypically.

Jk
l a. 100°F.

b. 150 ° Fa

c. 200°F. Z
d. 20°F.

35: Heat energy that is visible is above

a. 200°F.
b. 500°F.
c. 800°F.
d. 1009°F.

36. The "blackbody" refers to the

a. collector irame.
b. al?sorber plate.
c. insulation.
d. none of the above.

29
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37. The main disadvantage of plastit covers is pkor.

a. heat transmission.
b. sheet stability.
c. sealing qualities.,
d. light transmission.

38. Vario s manufafturers of air system collectors use
increased condativity.

a. iriulation
b. Slow speed blowers
c. Polished duct-work
d. Fins

39. Sketch' the lithe patterns in the rectangle representing three collector
designs. 2

Serpentine

Compare yotir answers With those givercin the answer key i back of this
Study Guide. If you have any question regarding the correct re pone to a review
item, refer to your textbook for clarificatidn. (See Study Hint

Grid, direct Grid, reverse

DO NOT *RETURN THIS REVIEW QUIZ FOR GRADING



LESSON FOIT
Learning Objecti4est

Lesson Four i a study.of the heat storage unit of a solar assisted heating sys-
tem. Regardless( of the fluid (air or liquid) which will be used as the heat transfer
medium, the functions are the same; to store heat for circulationat night or during
times of low solar insolation. This lesson deals with the concepts,pf the function
and design but not specifications that a manufacturer or contractor would use for
a\given heat storage unit. Therefore, after studying this lesson, you should IDE4ble
to:

. Identify what materiaris used for heat transfer mediums.

. Explain the concepts of sizing a heat storage unit.
o

3. Solve problems of storage unit sizing.

4. Discuss where storage units can be placed.

5. List factors that affect the advantages and disadvantages of different kiAds
of heat storage units. w

6. lden vantages-and diSadvantages of various heat storage practices.,

Descri ethesnaterials used in manufa'cture and VI installation practices for
heat st rage units.

GO TO YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY LESSON FOUR

31
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LESSON Fern
Progress Review

,
Study Lesson Fourin'your textbook before you attempt to complete this review.

Ple indicate whether the following statements are true or false by drawinga cir-
cl around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to indicate FALSE).

T 1. All substances can absorb or give off heat.

7 ) T

T

22There is approXimately six)hours difference between typical winter
and summer solar exposure.

F 3. Rock requires less storage space because it is harder.

F 4. Water and air are the only substances used for heat storage.

5. To retain a comparable amount of heat'energy, wax rewires a larger
heat storage tarithan water.

#

F 6. Phase change storage systems are not presently used as much as
Sensible heat storage systems.

7. The best place to' tate a heat storage unit is outside the building
because it wouletia take up living space.

8. An attic.is an ideal location for a heat storage unit.

T F 9. The only problem wifh placing a storage unit above ground and out-
side is its poor appearance.

T F 10. A. storage unit can be `.`too large- for a given system.

T F 11. To warm a space evenly requires a heat storage

o

,
12. kreasonaf:ge 4apacity'fOr a liquid storage tank is up to two gallons of

water per square foot of collector surface.

13. Heat storage system sizes are calculated according,X0 the coldest
possible temperature in a given locality.

F 14. One way to account for heat from internal ources g"ources when calculating
daily heat demand is to lower the estimat inside temperature 5°F.

.32



.
15. A heat storage snit should be adequate for an overnight supply of

energy.

T F 16. A 'hearstotage/collector2system cannot be economically sized to
Supply.a 100% annual heat load.

17. The 4iquid storage tank must be heavily insulated.

T F 18.. Watertight connections are easy to make for concrete tanks.

T F 19. Almost any fiberglass tank will be satisfactory to store heated water.

T F 20. Several small tanks may be as praclical as one large tank for liquid -
storage.

21. A storage unit that provides 50% 'of the heat demand is *dut the4"'
maximum size that can be built economically.

Fill in the blanks with the word (or ords) which most accurately compleths the
thought.

fej
22. An alternative to sensible heat storage is a7

23. Changing one pound of ice to steam requires Btu's.

24. Attic heat storage could be used for a system when
heating

25. Sensible ileat stonkge.systems usual! use

y s t )5 rag e material;

4

- 26. The size of the storage unit depends on the size of the and the

Or as the ,

33



-27. It is inadvisable to use collector without protection because of .

corrosion fn .

°
28. The liquid storage unit that is the most expensive to iristall would probably be

made Of

29. Pebbles for an air system storage unit are about in diam'eter.

.* .
30. Two o types of-pebble be are .. and

0 _

lithe following multiple choice.qUestions,, choose the phrase which most-cor-.
roctly completes the statement and circle the-corresponding letter in front of the
phrase.

rt. The specific heat of wat r is

a.

b.

u.

32: base change refers ty

one degree.
one Btu.
one Btu per pound.
one Btu per pound per degree F, rise.

a. Btu's ofisisoidtion.
b. heat offusico.
c. loss of Btu's.
d. weather changes.

33. An advantage of phase change materials is that they ,

a. absorb more heat than water.
b. rarely need to be replaced.
c. are inexpensive. a.
d. insulate easily.

Cr



34.: A "too small" storage unit

a.... increases collector efficiency.
b. reduces collector efficiency.
c. saves money in construction.
d. wastes little or no heat.

35. Areasonable capacity for an air system Storage unit is up to
cubic feer of rock per square foot of collector surface.

a. One
b. Two

d. Ten

36., Thermal stratification in'a pebble bed means that

a. the temperature of the bed is const4nt.
b. there aredayers of varying emperature:.
c. hot air is theavy.
d. dirt Kevents heat abSOrbing.

37. Three advantages of storing liquids are that

A.

B

C.

38. Fib disadvantages of storing liquids are that

A.

B.

C.

E.

35
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39., Sorhe athiantages of%the hot air storage system are that

A. a r
B.

C:

D.

40r. Disadvantages of air, storage units are that

A.

B.

41. Three materials commonly used to construct liquid storage units are

A.

B.

C

4

(Refer to STCNA Standards for questions 42-44.)

42. The lowest likely temperature, for 99% of the total winter hours in Fargo,
North Dakota is

43. Cleveland, Ohio is likely to have a minimum temperature of I dur-
ing 9/1/2 % of the winter hours.

44. The\average winter temperture in Wilmington, North Carolina is

Compare- your answers with those girn in the answer key in the back of this
Study Guide. If:yoLl have any question regarding, the correct response to a review
item, refer to your textbook for clarification. (See Study Hint No. 9.).

_ .
A

.DO NOT RETURN THIS REVIEW QUIZ FOR GRADING
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LESSON FIVE

o

Learning Objectives
Lesson Five is a study ofItte various controls and specialty,. items of a soNar

assisted heating system. Blowers and dampers move and divert air in an air
system. Centrifugal pumps and valves move and divert liquids in a liquid system.
Many of.these controls are electrically operated arK4 for the most part, are made-
up of components commonly used by electricians, plumbers, and/or sheet metal
workers in the heating-cooling industry. Therefore, after studying this lesson, you
should be able to:

,

1. Discuss the operating principles of a centrifugal circulating pump.

2. Discuss the operating principles of an air circulating blower.

3. Describe how the heat Ochanger functions-

4. Identify the various electrical control devices used in solar heating systems.

5. Explain the functions of various hydronic specialty items used in the control.
of air or liquid in a solar assisted heating system:

GO TO YOUR T XTBOOK STUDY LESSON FIVE.
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LESSON FIVE
Progress Review

Study Lesson Five in your textbook before you attempt to complete this review.
Please indicate Whether the following statements are true or false by drawing a cir-
cle around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to indicate FALSE).

T F 1. The word flOid as used in these lessons refers to both liquid and air.

T F 2. Pump sizing is not very critical to the solar heating system.

T F 3. Piping creates little or no resistance to liquid flow.

T F 4. Pump capacity decreases as head pressure increases.

T F 5. Pump specifications cannot be establishedUntil flow resistance is
calculated.

6. Larger pumps are reqbired in the drain-down system as compared to
a closed loop system of comparable size.

T .E 7. Pumps rated at 150 psi are recommended for collector loops.

T F 8. One-speed pumps are as effective as two-speed pumps.

T F 9. Conventional furnace blowers may be installed in solar collector
systems using air as the fluid.

T F 10. Static pressure is the type of air pressure measured in automobile
tires..

F 11. In low pressue systems, velocity pressure is most off en used as a
design standard for moving air.

. 12. A system'performance cannot be predicted before it becomes
Operational.

T F 13. A thermostat is an actuator.

T F 14. A solenoid valve is an actuator.

38
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15. An outdoor (thermostat is never used in conjunction with the collec-
tor (fan) circulation system.

16. A differential thermostat measures temperature in more ttia'n one
place at the same time.

T F 17. Some thermostats operate because of the difference in expansion of
two metals.

T F 18. A bellows/diaphragm sensor must be open to the air to allow liquids
to expand.

T F 19. A istor functions because of an internal change in electrical
resist nce.,

T F 20. Corrosion will not effect the sensitivity of a thermistor.

T F 21. Thermistors are manufactured in various mountings.

T F 22. A transformer may be designed, to either step-up or step-down
_voltage.

T F 23. Collector loops must be filled manually.

Fill in the blanks with the word (or words) which most accurately completes the
thought.

24. The primary circuit connects the to the °

e'
25. Pump capacity is given in per

26. To prevent freeze-ups, liquid collector loops are protected by or

27. The most common heat exchanger used between collector and storage is

called the and

39



28. Three types of pressures that app4 to air movement are
and

29. An air system should operate at a point where the an'd

curves intersect.

30. The-two elements of a control system rare the and the

S

.31. The first stage of a two-stage thermostat calls for heat from the ,
or

32. The second stage of a two- stage thermostat calls fbr heat from. the

33. Thermistors contain'a element.

34. The grease-like material to keep thermistors fibm losing sensitivity is called a

..,:
)s\

35. Electrically powered valves are called valves.

36. In an air system, an electrically powered functions like the
in a liquid system.

37. A relay is a(n), switch.

38. The specialty item that keeps a closed liquid system operating between
specific pressure limits is the

40 4 I



39. Valves that adjust flov,v rates through the collector array are

valves.'

40. To reduce corrosion among dissimilar metal piping and components, they are
installed by using unions.

4t A manual fill' system includes a

A.

B.

C.

42 The fan system curve, or balance point, can be changed by
A.

B.

C.

In the following multiple lhoice questions, choose the phrase which most cor-
rect /V completes the statement and circle the corresponding letter in front of the
phrase.

43. ±Licjuid moving pumps operate with a

a. reciprocating action.

b. syphoning action.

c. pulsating action.

d. centrithgal action.

41
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44.. One psi of pressure is equal to

a. 0.43 feet of water.

b. 1.00 feet of water.

c. 2.32 feet of water.

d. 3.00 feet of water.

4s-

45. The valve that allows fluid movement in only one direction is a

a. cheek valve.

b. pressure relief valve.

c. balance valve.

d. pressure reducing valve.

a

46. Complete the drawing for a shell and tube heat exchanger.

Compare your answers with those given in the answer key in the- back of this
Study guide. If you have any question regarding tte correct response to a review
item, refer to your textbook for clarification. (See Study Hint kg. 9.).

DO NOT RETURN THIS REVIEW QUIZ FOR GRADING
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Grade
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DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE

Fundamintals of Solar-Heating
UNIT TWO EXAMINATION

Student's Name

Address City State Zip

Please indicate whether the followin tatements are true or false by drawing a
circle around T (to indicateTRUE) or> F (t indicate FALSE).

T F 1. Although spelled differently, insulation and insolation have Ihe same
meaning.

2. The lens of a concentrating collector must remain perpendicular to
the rays of the sun.

F 3. Flat plate collectors are equally efficient any time of the day.'''

4. Operating temperatures are the same for all types of collectors.

5. A serpentine piping design is used in concentrating collectors.

T a F 6. Air spaces between cover plates are sealed from each other.

T F 7. About 95% of the heat that,strikes an absorber plate passes into it.

T F 8. Fluid systems refer to either,air or liquid being used to transfer heat.

I

9. Any size blower could be,,used for the differently designed air collec-
tors.
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T F 10. Liquid transfer tubes may only be suspended above or below tCo-
sorber plate.

F "Drain-down" is an alternative to using-antifreeze in collector loop.

T F 12. Aluminum is a'good material for collector tubing because it can be
shaped easily.

.
T F. 13. Metal and fiberglass,may be used for collector frames.

T F 14. The reason for needing .a storage unit is that solar heat is variable
and interruptable.

. .

T F 15: The higher the 'specific heat of a substance the better it will perform
to store heat energy..

F 16. Water will hold about twice as-much as heat asitck for the same
volume.

17. Phase change storage can. be smaller than water storage for a given
Btu capacity. 7.

T F 18. Wax gives off neat when it cools and solidifies.
4

T F 19. Phase change materials will never be practical.

T F 20. A storage unit cannot be constructed that is considered "too" large.

T F 21. ColLector efficiency will be reduced by a storage unit which is tqia
small.

T gF- 22. A solar heating system must ha eat storage unit.

T F 23. When estimating'maximum building heat loss, the average daily tem-
perature is used.

T F 24. Rock will hold heat longer than water.

T F 25. rocks in a storage unit must be washed periodically if not protected
by filters.

T F

)

26. Staridard.fiberglass tanks( have been proven very servicable even
when liquid temperatures approach the boiling point.

e S 44
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T

T

27. Glass lined tanks may be the fastest to deteridrate.

28. The basement is the only place that pebble storage can be placed.

29. Blowers are placed in the circuit to.take air from storage and move it
through the collector.

30. Pressure drop means that fluid flow is being opposed by friction.

T F 31. A "di.ain down" circuit is always an open loop system.

32. Inhibitors may be added to closed loop circuits.

33. Antifreeze or other special fluid may be added to closed loop cir-
cuits.

34. Air systems do not really need to be balanced.

.

35. Thermistor operation is due to the change in resistance of a wire-
, wound element.

T F 36. A thermistor needs to be mounted within abOut 10 feet of its con-
troller.

T F 37. ThermistOrs are fairly standard in design but there are numerous
mounting practices.

The 38. Ttle component in a liquid solar heating system that is furthest from
the ground is a float-type air vent.

F ° 39. Fill s,y.stemis can be either manual or automatic.

Fill in the blank(s) with the word (or words) which most accurately completes the
thought.

40. Two types of collectors are the

0

41. Th alternatives to primer and black paint on an absorber plate are called

and

surfaces.
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421. The most effective liqbid collector is the

43. Two 'pOptilar insulating materials for collector frames are -and

44. Flow rates for an air system will be about
sq ft of collector.

to cfm per

45. Flow rates for a liquid system will be about to grim;
per sq ft of collector.

46. Two ways to contain beat are with the and

storage systems.

r
4T Selecting a storage medium involves its

and of the materials.

48. Two,disadvantages of a liquid system caused by temperature change are

and points.

49. To move fluids, in a liquid system perform the same Junction as

in the air system.

50. To control fluids, in the/liquid system perform the same functiog
as in the air system.

51. Two important pressures in. duct systems are pressure and
pressure.

46



52. A control ,device to measure temperature in two locations is a
controller.

53, The first of a two stage thermostat calls for heatc.---from the oar

and the second activates the

1

- 54. The three commonly used heat sensing devices are

and

55. To prevent overessurizing in a liquid system a(n) tank is installed.

56. The use of
ment convenient.

INF
valves and makes component replace-

In the following multiple choice questiotis, choose the phrase which most cor-
rectly coi-npletes the statement, and circle the corresponding letter in front of_the
phYase..

r
57. Transparent covering would be less useful if they 'could not

a. respond to the heat demand of a building.
b. be removed for clea #ng.
c. change temperature rapidly.

58. The preferred-cover plate materials is

a. acrylic plastic.
b. low iron glags.
c. high silica glass.
d. not list d abode.'

59. Collectors /nstalled in Minnesota and Louisiana wotild

a. be the same:
b. differ I Mounted height,
c. have t e same tilt angle.,
d. require more covers in Minnesota.

47



60. A "blackbody" refers to the

a. absorber plate.
b.. collector frame. ,
c, black 'lubber cover gaskets.

hrint francifrbr.nystem.

61. Present'day selected coatings are

a.. extremely durable.
b. highly reliable.
c. relatively inexpensve.
d. about as efficient as paint.

62. Fins are used in air co116iors to

a. increagb heat transfer.
b: internal temperature..
c. restrict air flow.
d. support the absorber plate.

63. A collector rated at'80% effiq,ient indicates the

a. average, daily heat transfer.
b. differences betweeri inlet and outlet temperature.
c, heat transferred at noon for given inlet and ambient conditions.
d. amount of sunligh at strikes the collector in a given time.

urn heat contribution that can be.economically64. The'best estimates if maxi
built,in to a solar 5y tem is

a. '40%.
b. '60%
c. 80%.
d. 100%.

/
65, It_is reasonable to build storage units for

a. One day's
b. Two days'
c. Five days'
d. Ten days'
e. Overnight

48
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66. Locations for storage units means using-space that is

,
a. the least "able.
b. closest to the collecto.r.
c. in The center of the building.
d. outside the structure.

67. Electrolysis in a liquid system

a. increases the efficiency of the collector.
b. inhibits chemical action. ,

c. reduced the size of the storage unit.
d. causes piping-to 'Corrode.

68. Normally, .rock beds - feet deep Will cause a minimum of aioressure
drop.

a. Two
.b. Four
c. Eight
d. Ten

'69. Closed .loop and'open loop systeffis differ because of the

a. "dampe? and valve system.
b. heat exchanger. ,

c. he* transfer medium.
d. design of the storage unit.

)
70, c_thefmal compound is needed'With some thermistor&to

adhere-ttlibi to an abSofber.
,p. glue them in a well. . t

c. protectotherti from air or water.
d. reduce heat less.

71. An electrically controlled yalve is a

a. so' and valve.
b. reiWytA
c. theritf*tat.
0. check valve.

49
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72. An electromagnetic switch is commonly called a

'a. solenoid;
b. transformer.
c.
d. controller.

1Y

73. cc:intros devices are used for

a. ease of installing the solar heating system.
b. 'safe and automatic operation. -
c. setting manual valves.'
d. all of the above purposes. .`

.4

Be sure your name and Address
is on your exam before, mailing!
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IPRIEVIEViOF UNIT .THREE
Units One and Two have provided the opportunity for you to study the basic com-

ponents which are included in a solar heating system. This unit consists of three
lessons related to the sizing of key components of a typical solar heating system
and the operation of a total system.

Lesson Six will introduce yot to several methods of selecting the size of the key
components of a typical solar heating system. The techniques presented are
based upon research ,data and provide varyin degrees of precision, depending
upon their levels of s phistication. You will ave the opportunity to consider
several important econ m-i-sfactors and learn w they can affect the size of the
most economical solar bating system. Also, in this lesson, information will be
provided to help you use a computerized syStem wtiich is available to compute the
size Of the components required for a solar heating system.

L.esson Seven provides the information necessary to Understand how a solar
heating system operates. The generalizationsabout operation are presented using
a large number of illustrations. In additio,n, specific infOrmation about the impor-
tant characteristics-of a correctly operating solar heating system are presented:
With this background, you should be able to evaluate a system to determineif it is
functioning correctly. ,

Lesson Eight provides information about domestic hot water (DHW) heating
systems. Many solar space heating systems include domestic water heating asa
part of the total system. It will be desirable that you.understand how this sub-
system operates, and know haw to select the correct size' of each component.
Some consumers may be attracted to the, installation of just solar domestic vater
heaters before they make the major investment in a complete solar hebting
system. The initial cost is much less and the system can'be used all year long. A
number of solar hot water heating packages are now available which can be in-
stalled either in new homes or retrofitted into existing dveellings or commercial
buildings. These separate hot water heating systems are given considerable

'coverage in Lesson Eight.

Taken together, these lessons will enable you to understand how solar heating
systems function and how to design efficient solar heating systems. A thorough
knowledge of the content of these lessons will enable you to progress to Unit IV
where you will study the installation, servicing, and legal aspects of solar heating
systems.
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-'LESSON SIX
Learning Objectives

Now that you understand the functions of each of the basic, components of a
'solar'"heating system, it is time to put them together into a system. In'this lesson,
you will learn about sizing the collector. Once the size of the colle for is known, it
is poSSible to compute the size of each of the remaining solar syste components.
Your previous expeFiences with forCed air and hydronic heating sy ems will aid
you in your study. As a result of completing this Lesson, you should be able to:

1. Identify-ten components of a typical solar heatingsystem.

2. Defineihe term "life-cycle-cost."

3. Use tables to determine the'collector size for typical homes.

4. Identify the more important economic factors in sizing solar heating
systems.

5.. Calculate the size of the heat storage unit required for, a typical cotrector.4t

6. Calculate the size of the pumps or fans which circulate water and air
through the collector.

7. Prepare the input for a computer program which will compute the size of
solar system components.. -

Pt.

we,

GO TO YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY LESSON SIX
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LESSON SIX
Progress Review

Study Lesson Six in your textbook before you attempt to complete this review.
Please indicate whether the following statements are true or false by drawing a cir-
cle around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to indicate FALSE).

T F 1. The shortage of fossil fuels is one reason why consumers are likely
to purchase solar heating systems.

T , F 2. When etermining the size of solar heating system component, the
heat s

.

orage unit is sized first and all other components are sized in
relation to it.

\,
T t 3. Forheating only. the optimum angle of a solar collector ilth respect

to 'the horizon is -local latitude plus 15°F.

T
131 4. Counterflow design of heat ex'Ohangers decreases heat transfer.

T 5. The higher the approach temperature of tt)e heat exchanger, the
higher the efficiency.

0

T F 6 An air cushion tank provides the normal expansion of the liquid in a
liquid solar heating system.

T F 7. The diaphragm in an air cushion tank prevents the air in the tank
from, mixing with the water.

F 8. Ai thecOsts of natural gas, fuel oil and other forms of fossil fuel
energy increase, it becomes less economical to install a solar
heatihg system.

The additional investment in solar heating equipment will incr&se
the value of a home and is likely to increas the annual tax and in-
surance bills.

53°
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In the following multiple choice questions, cho6se-Ille phrase which most cor-
rectly completes the stat\errrent and circle the of rrespo(nding letter in front of the
phrase.

.10. Which of the following are considered when life-cycle-costfhg is applied to
the design of a solar heating system.

a. Initial cost of the system
b. Expected life of the system
p. Cost of auxiliary energy -
d. All of the.above are considered in life-cycle-costing

11. A collector which is oriented 30° west of south will operate at an efficiency of
. (Refer to your textbook, Figure 6-10.)

a. 0.93
b. 0.98
c.,0.90
d. 0.97

12'2 An air solar system with 400 square feet of collector will require a storage unit
containing cubic feet of pebbles.

a. 200:400
b. 150-300
c. 250-600
d. 450

13., A heat exchanger is installed in a liquid solar heating system to

a. increase the efficiency of the system:"
b. prevent the collector fluid from boiling.
c. separate collector loop fluid from the storage loop fluid.
d. heat domestic hot water.

14. A clearinghouse to obtain complete, up-to-,date information about solar
systems is

..74vite

a. HUD.
b. National Solar Heating And Cooling Inforination Ceriter.
c. ERDA
d. None of the above.

54
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15. The FCHART collector §izing technique is

a. very simple to use,
b. a very detailed sizing procedure.
c. available to customer throughssome collector manufacturers.
d. both b and c are correct.

44,
16. A procedure developed at Colpradb State University for sizing collectors is

, based upon

a. the FCHART system.
b. rules-of-thumb.
c. peat exchanger size.
d. economic analysis.

17. Presently, for .most locations the most economically solar, heating installa-

.tion will replace percent of the fossil fuel energy requirement.

50-70,
40-80

. 60-90
.

18. The ERDA computer program which contractors can use to determine op-
timum collector size and obtain heat loss calculation is known as

a. FCHART.
b. Relative Areas Analysis.
9. Solocost.
d. Life-cycle-costing.

In the following completion questions, place the correct number, word, or
phrase in the blank(s) provided with each question.

19. A home located in Seattle, Washington has a heat loss of 60,000 Btuh for 20°F
,average outside and 70°F average inside temperature. What size collector
will be required if 500/9 of the energy requirement is to be replaced by solar
energy using a liquid system and collector tilt of 53°? Use Table 2-10 in
SMACNA Standards.

sq ft.
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20. One of the simplified procedures outlined in this lesson provided a separate
divisor for air and liquid systems. Also, two chbices of collector tilt and three
choices of percent,of solar contribution are given. What is the title of the
document where these data can be found?

I'
21. Simi Hied solar collector sizing procedures do not all produce the same

'res .11s-Why is'this so A
e

the -designer/tepician.know when applying any of 'hese tech-aAI;
-1-th

,-122!"' tors which affect the life-cycle-cost of a solar heating system.
-

Fill in t
thought..

blanks with the word (or words) which most accurately completes the

23. Referring td fhe ,sample Solcost analysis, Figure 6-8, identify the values for
the following input parameters:

A. Collector tilt degrees.

B. Solar system fixed initial cost $

C. Property tax rate
0

24. Referring to the output of the sample Solcost analysis, Figure 6-8, identify.the

A. Initial solar investment $

B. Collector size square feet.

C. Annual proportion of load provided by solar
r

D. Rate of kturn on net cash flow %.

Vat
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25. The three basic types oLheat exchangers are:

A

B.
C.

26. If a solar system contains 75 gallons of water.wh
and is heated 200°F, what will be the increase.

enters the'system at 55°F
the volume of water?

Compare your answers with those given in the answer key in the back of this
Study Guide. If you have any question regarding the correct response to a review,
refer to your textbook for clarification. (See'Study 'Hint No. n.).

c+'

0 NOT RETURN. THIS REVIEW 0 Z FOR GRADING
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LESSON SEVEN
Learning Objectives

In Lesson Six, information was provided about sizing of the various components
of a solar heating system. This lesson presents the basicS of solar system opera-
tion. The relationships which must exist between the collector, storage unit, aux-
iliary furnace, pumps, fans, heat exchangers, and other vital Oarts of the total
system are presented. Finally, the control system which regulateS the flow of air
and liquid through solar heating systems is discussed. Asa result of comp' ing
this lesson, you should be able to:

1. tescribv the five basic opera ind modes for air solar heatinb systems.

2. Determine which components of the systems should be erating and
which valves 9r dam4ers should be open during each operatinsg mode.

3. Describe the importance of elimiridting air leaks in all air solar heating
system.

4. Identify the safety devices required on the domestLc hot water sub-system.

Identify the basic differences between, air an hydronic solar heating
systems.

6. Describe three different way..s heat pumps can be coupled to solar heating
systems.

GO TO YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY LESSON SEVEN]

4
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LESSON SEVEN
Progres,s Review

Study Lesson Seven in your textbook before you attempt to compreview.

Please indicate whether the following statements are true.or false. y drate

this
draw

inging a circle around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to indite FALSE).

T F 1. When heating directly from the collectorS of an all air system, the
heated air normally passes through the storage unit before entering
the space to be heated.

T F 2. Heating domestic water is possible by ad, ing a fin tube heat ex-
changer in the air stream leaving thcollec r.

3. A T/P valve is installed at the pre-heated domestic water tank to pre-
vent overheating of this water.

T . F 4. Ducts with insulation value of R-4 should be installed to reduce heat
loss in an all air system.

T 5. A bypass duct is always required in an all-air solar system.

T F 6. When storing heat with a hydronic solar heating them the storage
pump'is off.

T F 7. When heat is being stored in a closed loop hydronic solar heating
system the collector fluid flows directly to the storage units.

8. Thepurpose of the purge cy.cle is to drain the fluid from the collector.

T F 9. The simplest installation of a heat pump in a solar heating system is.
to use the heat pump as an auxiliary heat source.

T F 10. A heat pump can be installed so it will draw heat from the solar
storage unit.

11. The collector pump will short-cycle if the "on" and "off" points on
the differential thermostat are too close:
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In the following multiple choice questions, choose t1 phrase which most cor-
rectly completes the statement and circle the correspol)ding letter in front of the
phrase.

12. One way to prevent scalding water from entering the domestic'hot water lit,
is to install a

a. pressure/temperature relief valve.
b. drop tine.
c. thermostatic mixing valve.
d. air cushion tank.

13. A well designed all air solar system,w411 Jiave a pressure drop of approximate-
s

ly 0.3 inches of.water in the .

colleVor.
b. storage unit.
c. duct system. .

d. both a and b are correct.

14. The collactr loop of a hydronic solar systAn contains

a. collector.
b. heat exchanger.
c. pump..
d. all of. the above.

15. If a heat pump is used for auxiliary heat, the "solgr".water coil is installed. up-,
stream from the refrigerant coil toa'

-

a. avoid higher head pressures on. the compressor.
b. make installation easier.
c. to increase the heat output from the heat piimp..
d. all of the above are correllt:

7
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In the following completion que.stions place the ciiTrect number:word, or phrase
in the blank(s) provided with each question.

r _

16. List the live basic Adesof operation possible with all air solar systems:

A. .

B.

C.

D.

E.

4

a

17. The flow path of air through the storage unit wtten heat is being stored is
the air flow when heating from storage..

18. Why is air leakage more of a problem in all-air solar heating systems than to
conventional forced air heating systems?

A.

B.

C.

D.

e

0

19. To achieve quiet operation, all biowers should be driven.

20. Darripers on all air systems be fitted with
positive shut-off and smooth operatioh.

61
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21. Refer to Figure 7-14 in your text and dekermine what mode of operation is in-
effect when"the following conditions exist: a

li

OPERATING STORAGE -COLLECTOP AUXILIARY LOAD' ' , .
MODE PUMP PUMP HEATER. PUMP FANi C .

A. On On Off Off Off
B. Off Off Off On On

C. IIOn On Off On On

Off Off Off On
,pi

'..

Compare your answers with those'gOen in the answer key in the back of this
Study Guide. If ybu have any question r arding the correct response to a review
item, refer_to your textbook for clarif tion.(See`Study Hint. No. 9.)

DO NOT RETURNT1:11SAEVIEW QUIZ FOR GRADING
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LESSON EIGHT
Learning Objectives

Solar heating of domestic hot water (DHW) iegrowing the United
States. Many solar domestic hot water heating- systems are availat lar new in-
stallations as well as retrofitting intoexiSting hoNies. TS4 lessoh introduces the
basic, types of,Systeihs'available, considers each of the principal components of
the system individually, discusses the operation of these systems, present's infor-
mation aboUt sizing the componentS, and deals with the principal.Feconomic ques-
tion Which must be answered before deciding to pyrchase a solar domestic water
heating system. As a result of Completing this lesson, you should- 1)e able to:,

1. Describe the three basic types of solar domestic water heating Systems and
.identify the basic components of each. t

.

Understand and .b*,:able to aiScuss the *vantages and disadvantages of air
versus liquid systems.

3. Describe the operating cycles of the three basic systems for heating
.domestic water:

Compute thesize of the collector required for. typical residential installati
: .

Analyze the. economic considerations Which are important the 0 sion to
purchase a scalar domestic water heating system.

GO:TO YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY LESSON EIGHT
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LESSON EIGHT
Progress Review

Study Lessop.Eight in your textbook before you attempt to complete this review.
Please indic,ate whether the following statements are true or false by drawing acir
cle around T (ti indicaterTRUE).or F (to indicate FALSE).

.

T F 1. Solar domestic hot water heating is presently more economical than
whole house space heating.

ts.

T F 2. The direct heating/thermosiphon system is well suited .to northern
cicniate.

Direct water heating systetns.require dr s to be.i.nsalled in the col-

T

lector loop to r4eventifeeze da ge.

Indirect solar ya atilt. heating cry lector systems- have been developed
'Nurto overcomelhe t
freezing prcklemsof direct heating systems.

Indirect water heating systems can use either air or liquidt(hydroniC) .

kcollectors.

AI 411 he alme xpKg e enera4.-Tequired in liquid kolar
Atilt sArtern6.- .

14^.
'6 7

. In the ?ollotv.in ultiple choicejuestions, choose the .phraSe which .most car-
rectly.pmplbtes t statement and 'circle-the ttrresponding letter in front'of the
PhraSe. 4 ."

7. The simplest form of the solar domestic water heating system is the

a., indirect tieating/thermosiphon.
b. direct heating / therrosiphon.
c. ,direct heating/pump circulating.
d. indirect heating/pump circulating.

In a direct heating/thermosiphdn system the water storage tank mus be

a. located 1 to 2 feet above the collector.
b. located 1 to 2 feet below the collector.
c. made of fiberglai-,s,,
d. larger).11ariy-o\f the other systiems.
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9-.-NExcessive hot water is prevented from entering the domestic hot water ser-
--__Viceline by installing a , It

. check valve.
.

. P/T valve.
an auto tic drain valve.

d. /therm ally controlled mixing valve.

10. To preVen xcestive buildup or hot water or steam in the storage tank a

a. check valve is installed.'
b.' P/T valve is installed:

an automatic drain valve is installed
d. 'thermostatically controlted mixing valve is installed.

11. AmOng the major advantage(s) of using aft rather than watqr as a transfer
medium is/are:

a: freedom fr m freezing and boiling:
b. no risk loosing expensive fluid in collector loop:
c. no risk of damaging leaks.
d: all of the above.

12. The major disadvantagers) of using air rather than water as a transfer medium
is/are:

a. laTher collector required.
b. larger piping 'required to connect ts.omponerqs.
c. more energy required to circulate air.
O. all of the above.

,

Fill in the blanks with the,word (or words) whichtmost accurately completes the
.

thOught..
4,

13. Describe two disadvantages,of dyect,heating/thermosiphon solar domestic
water heating systems.

A.

B.

!,
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14. A valve is installed in the collect loop of a solar domestic water'
heating system to release excessive pressure and allow any steam which
may be created to escape.

. Lapel each of the lettered components of the direct heatinbipump circulating
system shoWn at the right.

A L

B .

C.
D .

E .

Cold Water Inlet

Hot Water
Outlet

4:10

Temperature
Difference

Starts
Pump

5*

16. Using Table 8-1, calculate the daily Btu requirement for a family of four living
in a three bedroom home which is supplied with service water at a
temperature' of 45°F. Assume that the desired temperature of the heated
water is 155°F.

Compare your answers with those given in the answer key in the back of this
Study Guide. If you have any question regarding the correct response to a review
item, refer to-your textbook for clarification. (See Study Hint No. 9.)

DO NOT RETURN THIS.REVIEW QUIZ frOli GRADING
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Fundamentals of Solar Heating
UNIT, THREE EXAMINATION

Student's Name

Address City State Zip

Please indicate whether the following statements are true or false by drawing a
circle around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to indicate FALSE).

F 1, Solar heating equipment manufacturers may use their own sizing
procedures.

F 2. There is only one accurate way to determine the collector,size for
either the air or liquid system

T F 3. A fixed.collector array will satisfy the same percentage of the heat
demand consistantly in all buildings in a given location.

T F 4. Doubling the size of the collector means doubling the heat output.

T F .5. Counterflow between hot and cold fluids improves heat transfer.

6. Modern expansion tanks may be open to fhe atmosphere.

T F 7. Typically there are three blowers in an air system./

*'11- F , 8. Minimizing blower horsepower and air leaks are important con-
-siderations in an air system.

'Kr

9. Propdrly designed, the auxiliary system' operates more h er day
than the collector loop.
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. 10. Listed duct coil Btu ratings may be reduced by non-uniform air
Velocity over coil.

T F 11. Senso(s are placed at the inlet and outlet of colledtors for system
operating purRotes.

12. (n a cl&sed loophydronic system, more than one pump may operate
at a given time.

13. A heat pump can provide both heating in winter and cooling in sum-
mer.'

T.. F 14. Because of excessive cost, DHW syst ms should not be installed
alone.

15. The thermosiphon system requires a low speed circulating pump.

16. The thermosiphon system would be simple to operate in Florida.

17. Safety valves are required foritiermosiphon DHW systems.

T F 18.-Wheri heating DHW, the auxiliary system should be used only when
solar insolation is insilfficient.

19. A r(plief'valve to relieve pressure must be plumbed to an'open drain.

20. Air system collectors are larger than system collectors when
used for-DHW of similar capacity.

F .21. Almost any type of heat exchanger meets the code fo, DHW
systems.

T F 22. By designing a 60% January hot water demand system, it would'ac-
__. commodate almost 100% of the June demand.

F 23. There are numerous styles of he4exchangers.

Fill in-the blankS wRh the word.(or words) which most accurately completes the
thought.

24. As a rule of thumb, the cspllector area required for space heating is equal to

the floor space being heated.
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25. The FCHART is a table to determine

26. TO' agcommodate the expansion o'f water in a closed loop system,

tank is installed.

27. PSIG means

28. When heating froild storage, the auxiliary system operates only during

stage cj4mand of thermostat.

29.' Collector efficiency at timesttf both high and)ow insolation may be indreas-

ed by pumps:

A

30. A reasonable rate of consumption for DHVV is

per day.

/
31. List the foyr essential solar system operating Modes.

'A .
y.

B

C.

C.

gallons per person

D.

In the following multiple choice questions, choose the phrase whiqh Most cor
rectly completes the statement and circle the correslxlading letter in front of the
phrase.

L
32. Typical collictor efficiency for DHW is probably

1

a. 10%.
b. 40%..
C. 70%.
d. 100%.
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33. When justif g,solar installation for economic purposes, the expense most
applicabl s the

st of cequipmen
cost of abor.

,tax break.
life-cycle cost.

34. Optimum tilt angle for solar heating is latitude plus

a. 0,
b: 5 .

15
c 30

\\,

35. Ogrimum tilt angle for DHW is latitude plus

a. 0
b. 511

Lc. 15
d. 30 °

0

Oegrees)

4.. .

he. siren heat exchange approach temperature is

a. 0
b. 10
c. 20
d. '30

37., Air cushion tanks can be located a few feet

. above the collector.
4'b. below the collectors.

c., above the storage unit.
..d. befowsthe storage unit.

38. To. prevent water from flashing to steam at the,top 'of e-collector, ther,,
a. static pressure is increased.
b. static pressure i's decrAsed.
c! air vent is closed.
d. balance-valves are adjusted. ( IP;



39. 'A diaphram style air:cushion tank allows foCusing cushion tanks..

a. Larger
b.' Smaller

.40. When ethylene glycol is used at a 50% concentration, expansion tanks must

be in size.

a. Increased
b. Reducad

4
,

1
. In the summer, when there is no immediat heat demand for

..
DHW, the air

system collector loop. 4, 4.a
a. continues to circulate hot air.
b. continues to heat the water.
c. exhausts to the atmosphere.
d. overheats the collector.

42. The component that prevents scalding DHW water temperatures is

a. a heat controller.
a mixing valve.
an air vent.
the dual thermostat..

43. tal,pressure foss in an air system may be as high as % inch of
er.

a. 3
b. 0.6
c. 0.9

(mod. 1.0

44. A common air velocity inducts would be fe p r-minute.

a. 200
b. , 400"
c. 800
d. )200-
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45. The 'least efJectlye low temperature liquid space heaesystem with solar
.assistance is the

a. liquid to air unit.
b. hdronic baboard unit: .

c. heat exchanger unit.
d. low pressure storage unit.

46. When,the collector loop, cannot supply enough heat directly the

a: house gets cold.
b. orage unit heat is used.

auxiliaryxiliary heat is used,
d. circulating pumps operate in reverse.

47. A disadvantage of a heat pump as auxiliary heat may be

a. ineffective movement of the liquid.
b. use of unstable liquids.

\c. large space that the pump occupies.
eh cosrof electricity required to operate them.

.
48. Differeritial thermostats' are typically set to start

ference between cOlector and storage is about

a. $",°F

b.,. 6°F
c. 10°F
d. 20°F

when the temperature dif-

49. The simplest DHW-gyAtem to operate is the system.,

a. therrnosiphon.,
41,b. liqi.40 circulating

c. air circulating
d. ;combination of b and c

A
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50. The most difficult DHW system to integrato-into the 'structure is the .A,
system.

a. thermosiphon
b. liquid circulating r
c. air circulating
d. combination of b and c

51. Gileok valves prevent

a. overheating the collector.
b., short cycling.
Cis reverse circulation.
d. system drain-down.

52. In the direct heating/pump circulating DPIWsy tem, prevents
freezing.

a. antifreeze c

b. reverse ciraulation
c. high speed puma action c'
d. a drain-down valve, .

53. Tpe first concern i sizin

a. heat storage unit.
b. air handler.
c. collector.
d. heat exchanger.

54. In the indirect heating/pump circulation DHW systeTh, prevents
freezing.- -

,r
a. antiireeze or specialyuid
b. reverse circulation
c. highspeed pump action

*d. a drain-down valve

Be su e your name and address
are on your exam before mailing!

dt
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_PREVIEW OF UNIT FOUR
Unit Four provides .the learner with information about last-ailing. and seivicinq

solar assisted heating `systems, in addition to disCsassing tome of the areas of
legal concerns for new construction or existing structures being retrofitted. In
preparation for this unit, you_bave studied the components of the open and closed
loop systems, how they are sized, and how they operate.,

Lesson Nint discusses the installation of collectors, heat storage juts, control
devices, and specialty items.. Special emphasis is placed orthe scheduling of
events in the of activities in constructing the building. SMACNA and
other organi ations have established standards and gUidelines for many of the in-
stallation 'practices used the construction Industry that apply to,solar heating.

SpeCificatiohs and drawings for the structure provide the manufacturer's Qa1me
and model for different components in the solar-heating system, as*11 as for the

rTh rest of thetructure. Manufacturers of; larger piece of the heatr6g. equipment pro-
vide specifi data for mounting and adjustin pro6edures for their products. The
installer ne ds this inlormafion as dt5 the designer. and bkiilder of, the home or
business being constructed.

Letson Ten i6entifies three kinds of servicing proceduiCs for solar heating
systems: first, is installation start-up; s con , is parj,gdic maintenace; and, third,
is troubleshooting or emergency repa s. Discussions are dir'ected toward the in-
staller, servicer; and consumer or owner of the property.

j.

Lesson Elevendeals With legal mat s that ar designed to protesct people and
property. The health and safety of ople and pr perty are extremely important to
designers, installers, and consume of solar heating systeins','Concern for proper-
ty deals withisucF1 topics as right to4ight, zoning, building codes, coiqstructi.on
practices. and other real estate maynagement problems. (F

7!
.8p
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LESSON NINE
Learning Objectives

Lesson.Niffe Rriovidds thEi. e informatiOn about the'sequen_ce.of events
for installing Held and s la'rassigted heating equipment as well as srdornestic
hot water (DHW). These installations are discussed first fOrnew construction and
then for retrofitting an existing strticture. Topics are presented in the order that..
they would normally occur in cOnsfructkm scheduling: In addition,.the practice.of
insulating ducts and -pipes at the proper time also presented.: Ther,elore, after
studying,this lesson, you should be able r:

1. Explain architectural problems rellted ta.,,talti419 solar heating syStern)si

2. Schedule and install collector arrays:- -?

3. 4SchedUle and install, heat storage units.(
4. Schedule and install controls and specialty items.

5. Schedule and install domestic hot water.piW) systems.

6... SchedUle and install insulation.

GO ToiyotiFi TEXTB OK STUDY LESSON NINE
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LESSON NIP& a +

Progress,Revieil
-,-

. o
,

Study Lesson-Nine in your textbook before'S/ou attempt to complete this review.
Please indicate whether the following statements are-true or falseby drawing a Cir-
'cle around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to lindicate FALSE):

T.. F 1. Liquid heatstorage unds Can be piii in.place any rime-during con-
struction. t. ,.,

. ' T F 2. ,,fhe bottom of the storage, tank shourli be on tie floor fqr stability.
,,

1
, s, . '4 ..,

- ., , 4,

,

-i4k-r F 3: Collectors must be joined' to each other as tightly as possible. .

(

erne collectbrs should be covered after instaltation so they will:not',
oVerheat internally before being placed in operation..

.
5. The reverse-return array assembly is the easiest to balance. -

6. Centrifugal purripS must have positive water pressure on the inImake
side. `

,

7. In an open loop s stem,. the heat storage unit must contain anti-
-freeze.

T\ P .8. Ttiva-prrrtacp system is frequently installed in locations where sub-
freezing temperatures are rare:

4, ''''t
9.1l'n long pipe run's'epenSioft must be.conbidered .

)

1Q..Short lengths of rubber hOse ,oan 'perform the same"- function as
dielectriconions.

'-,k

t
,11. Rough-in electrical installation includs locating sensors and ther_

mostats:

T F 12_ Rock mVst b nifd_rni in 5iiefor'fhe pebble-bed storage unit.

T AF 13. Serisois are installed in air system collectors after they'argeoli:dly
° mounted on' the roof.

t

°
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T F 14. Ducts for air system,collectot loops are in
at conventional finlike ductwork.

...1,5!buctWork maybe jnsulated inside as Well as.outside.

ailed in tie same manner

16. Ductwork to blower coAnections are made with flexible connectors.

F 17,Air filters are More critical in the liquid collector cirdualhan the air
system ciecuit.. , '

- 41P

18. An electronic air cleaner should not be-placed at the inlet the aux;
iliary heat source because of high velocity air movement.

19. The air handling module contains most of the 'electrical controls for
its operation.

't

T

%.

20. Insulation fotthe outside surfaces of air system ductwork is'added
after leak testing is done.

air solar systems.
,

. -

22 Relief, valves in D17,IW system are typically rated at 50 psi just as the
collectors. ., '

23. The,setttng fOr the miring valve for liquid DHW is 140°F.

24. A collector could be mounted flat on 0-4/12.pitch,roof but maximum
tputmduld be redUced: ' ..- ..-

. t,,. F' 25. Pebble-bed storage units can be placed oUtside.the structure.
, AJ. F 26.Liquid storage tanks can never, be placed Outside 1(1e.structure.,S: ii, i Ai: '

Ail' in the blanks with the word (off wOrds)whicI-4 t' accdrately completes the
Thought. : i r

F. 11.1-turn)difiers can not beLiSed with all

27. The pract,tce of installing a solar heating systern,,in an existing structure is
called -

.4.

r

2 'Footings tor liquid heat storage tank's are engineered according tdthe weight

of the t and
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loclak
29. The preferred collector mounting practice'is to mount ino a roof constructed

at the proper

1 Sp
r4.

ust be allo-wed at the top of Collector arraylor the installat

31. Piping madeof ryg.

or are used t& liquid collector Ia

32. Expansio9 tanks are sized according1O the
in the system.

and the

33. Aluminum metal strips in a erode away and rethice chemical at--
/ack in the rest of th'e liquid coHectbr loop.-

\
c.

34. The basic-steps involved in roofing a solar heated building are

4

35. Three'poSsible liquid collector to Collector assembly procedures are

A . %tk

V

-

Three- postiblali.qUidColFector array cis ts` are

A.

7



Mb.

An air handling System module may contain

.B

t.

Matellatvtoinsugate a solar heating system should have

B .

C .

D . -

E . .2

F.

In the f011owing multiple choice questions, choose the phrase which most cor-
rectly completes the statement and circle the corresponding letter in front of the
phrase.

39. Tank installation is done before the

a. basement floor is poured.
b. floor joists are, placed.
c. subfloor',Is mailed; down.
d. basement floor, is installed. _

40. Fodrainage purposes a minimum pitch in piping -is per 10 feet.



41. An air handling module directsairflow fOr.

- a. space heating from the collector.
b, space heatirtitfrom the storage urlit,
c: space heating from the auxiliaVeat unit:
d. all of the- abdve.

7.:;'

42. Four gallons of liquid per minute floWing through a 1/2" pipet 422cp's will
have a pressure drop of a psi/100 ft. (Refer to textbook.)

a. 4.22
b. 6.36
c. 6.60
d. T.42

43. A 1" pipe at 5.57 fps with a pressure drop of 6.36 psi will flow at grin.

a. 4
b. 8
c. ;15,
d. '25

Compare your answers with those given in the answer ke.y in the back of this
Study Guidelf you have any question regarding the correct response 'to a review
item, refer to your textbook for clarification. (See-- tudy Hint No. 9.).

DO NOT RETURN THIS REVIEW Lid FOR GRADING
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LESSON TEN
Learning Objectives

Lessoripen deals with the topic of servicing solargassisted heating systems. The
informatiOn relates to servicing the system ,affer: equipment has been installed.
Prior tothis time, therecIrnay have been some testing and inspecting done during
rough-in activities.

/
The system must first be serviced for start -up: This means t t the system must

be filled with water (or air), and controls must be checked to seerthat they operate
the system Properly.'A check list must be completed and given' to the owner that
provides the properly balanced system's. operating condhions.'Checklists, Ore
prepared for both the liquid and the air.Systerns as well as DHW.

Instructions are also previded forperiod maintenance. This is information that
should be giCen t6 the owner:,

4.
There is also a need to understaed trAbleshooting pradtices fOr use in an

emergency.

Therefore, after studyinglhis lesson, yoil Should be able to:

1 Discuss the general information necessary for start-up.

2. "Perform the operations necesirary.to start-up a liquid system.
. )

start 4t4-* `3. Perform the operationS necessary_tb :up an'air-system. _

4. Identify the.periodic maintenance procedures fOr various compdnents of the
. solar heating system. t.

5. Explain the troubleshooting procedures for a sye'tem that needs emergency
_ servicing.:

6. hiscusS maintenance' problems that are .common among:solar heating
systems.

,
41T.57..''tr,u.

:1561-arbe theptirpose and extent, of warranties.

GO TO YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY LESSON TEN
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LESSON T.EN
Progress Review

Complete this review. Please indicate whether the following statements are true
orfalse by drawing a circle around T (to indicate TRUE) or F (to indicate FALSE)..

T F 1. Safe procedures are important in servicing a solar heating system.

T F 2. Collectors may reach temperatures well above the boiling point of
water.

ggod preacribthe precise locatiortfor every element
of the system.

e
4

4. Start-up begins after components are in place, leak tests are Com- Aft
v WIFpietOrtarid electrical controls are instatlecr.

a- . .

5, It is almost impossible to totally purge air frotn.':a,iquid*system at
start-up.

T.

6. Capping drain valves after, start-up will prevent aC_cidental dcain
down.

7. Controllers operate as a result of the electrical current flow through
the sensors. <,

,

8. The system installer should complete-a checklist and giv,e it tp the
customer.

. 310t .
9. Ihsti-urnents to balance a solar heating system m'ust`be calibrated

,regularly.
,..,.

Tr , F 10. Absorbe?panels are anodized and not subject to chippinwer peeling.
, .

4 b

T 11: Duct leaks should 'be loekted before building is closed in. °
T F 12: Sensors typically cannot be repaired in the field.'

. i,

., . ;T F 13. Most electronic controls will have to beadpeled 4t-thO tope of start.
^0 s ... 0.) ' !. -A e`i : r °"--

. , .,4,---T 'F 14. Sorni§:heat transfer fluids may deteridrate,i416.aikt giSkAfit$'...1
...A, sr - l',. F- 4.-.... ''' '7- . --e, %---7,,

p 18a
r "1
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F 15. Manufacturers generally guarantee the efficiency. of their solar
equipment.

16. ManUfacturers are likely to guarantee solar heating systems if they
manufacture all components and certify to the training of installers.

F 17. Poor packaging and shipping practices are a major cause of system
malfunction.

T F 18. There are more problems with low pressure systems than ther;\are
with high pressure systems. A

ad Fill in the blanks with the word (or words) which most accurately completes the
thought.. 145,

19. The two most prevalent servicing hazards are and
.

20. Low voltage circuits of volts is used for
and

..

4

21. o insure
. . ,

,,that all air is removed from a liquid system at start-up, the service-

an must each-day for several days of operation.

% .it A : r.. .
22. Equalizing the temperature -atltie top of a liquid collector array I'1s done by an

--4A^ adjustment of a . akthe top of the collector..
23. Sensor accuracy is affetted by a

or lack of

24. Organized

to balancing.

25. Clogged &ollector weep hole;cause a

T-
are essential to a systematic appr a h



47.

26`..* Depositing a film on the inside-,of ,the.collector from vaporzing materials is
called

27. A limited warranty is free of ddfects in and

28. falycol in a collector loop shOuld be about _ concentration.

29: Aluminum collectors will corrode rapidly unless a _

30. Fiberglass tanks must be rated fo,r, at least

31. Start-up-invblves

A.

B.

C.

32. Periodic maintenance involves checking:
A.-

C.

D_.

E.

F.

'33.° An air handler contains:

A.

E.

85

90
Ar.

°F.

4
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34. If a motor fails to operate, the ele ronic control should be replaced only aer
completing four troubleshooting activities which are tb
A.

C.

D

35. The basic /approach to troubleshooting is to
.A

C ins,

D.

- ;

36. Four mein categories of system failure are .

A

B

C..

D.

37. The following list it typical of the toolS needed to beilance an air system..

B.

C

D.



!wine-following multiple choice questions, choose the phrase which most cor-. .

"really completes the statement and circle the corresponding letter in frontof The
phrase'

38: "Out o stment" Complaints result when the

a. beat' 'capacity seems to be decreasing
b. heating is uneven and drafty.
c operating cost is increasing.
d. noise level is rising.
g, all of the above.

a

39. Of the follOwing, which does'not affect the efficiency of a collector?

a. Condensation
b. Leakage
c. Dust -

-th---Cratked -rubber mounts

40. The periodic maintenance of_an air handler requires

a. damper adjustment
b. testing concentration of antifreeie.
c. adjusting balance dampers.
d. lubrication.

Compare your answers with those given in the answer key in the baq of this
Study Guide. If yeti have any question regarding the correct response to a review

-.item, refer to your textbook for clarification. (See Study Hint No. 9.)

D6 NOT RETURN THIS REVIEW QUIZ FOR GRADING
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LiSSON ELEVEN.
Learning Objectives

. -

. Die legal responsibilities for those who design, engineer,10tall, and Use solar
''assiOtepl tkating'systetris are fwd.-fold. Therl is responsibility tor (1) the health and-

Sa"tery Orpeople who may be in -Contact withttne system; and .(2) the prbt-edtion of
tt:ie property in order to construct and maintain an efficient and,effectivtating
system. .'

People must be inforMed about possible toxic or allergic reactions that result
from contact with materials used in the system. There is also the possibility of
electrical shock or burns. 2

*4 A

Property must be protected by enforcing building codes. and Iicenqing.pracWir
for installers and servicing peronnel. There are also prlablecps .reliVet to-sreal
estate that deal with appraisal praaices, incentives to invest in solar ti rngdp-
surance, and warranties of-component:sin the system. - . -,

0, 4.-

Therefore, after studying this lesson, you shotkld be abie to:

1. *Describe the hazarads.of a solar heating system harnAhito people and pro-
perty.

(
2. Identify and explain the problems relating to right to light and)freedom from

glare.

3. Disc ss bu !ding cOdes and zoning requirements.

4. Identify Minimum quality standards and installatepn requirements for solar
systems.

Describe problems related to property appraisals.

6. Analyze,problems related to incentives tt5 invest in a solar system_

Identify problems relating to insurance and, solar systems.

/8. Describe problems relating' to warranties and solar' systems.

I GO TO YOUR TEXTBOOK STUDY LESSON ELEVEN

3



LESSON' EL.EVIN
rogress levi

j, Stu Les..son E err in your ,textboOk before. y011 ,ettervt;.4o Qempfete this
review.4Pleas mihethei;the fo(lowinrslaterrient's are true or false by drlw-
ing a Orel rcuifbd T agindiCate TRUE) or F (to indicate, FALSE).

si-

1. There-is attention given to the health anc safety of people related to
solar heating utilization. . . 110 1

,

1 F 2. A solar home owner, can do nothing if a neighbor's tree.grows and
shidet the collector.

6. It is extremely difficult to find cciiiiislentgebii-ilding codes for solar
. heated buildings.

4. The Unitorm Solar Energy Code has been, found ubacceptable for
--''''Mar.heatirtg-standirds and guidelines.

.0

5. Cross connection refers to-Kooking potable water with sewer con-,
neetions',

T F. , 6. Due to the lacj< of local codes, inspedtors
solar heating equikrFent.-

T F 7. Changing compOnents may be simpler than changing codes if con-
troversy arises. <a

8.ecause of theourgency10 experiment with. solar heating, there
aren't any jurisdictional, labor proplems; .

show little concern for
I

,

T F 9. A solar heating syttem may be considered:,a liability by ome ap-..
.praisal practices.

10. Insurance companies are verytuctent to undelwrite `heated
_-buildings.

'
T F 11. The Federal Trader,C .10iorile,the agency that regulates warran-

ties. .

T F 12. A full warranty may only reig'te to a part of :a produOt.

89

.94



N ..,- .
T '13. A full warranty states that there chnnOt be a time lirvit to the dUrItiori

at the gualantee. Y ( . \I _,. .

. >I.

, .

' A. e,' \ °C .)
e

1/4>

r
i, . .

F r 14. Pro-ratipg is gen assosiatecPwit limited warranties

15. A limited warranty protects drily the original pikrdhaser. ,,,,_

T,

. ,, .. . .. , .

1.6. Implied warranties aret'exPlicrt ih idehtifying the function of a pro-
, duct... .. -,- . ,..

: tt.
17. Warranties are to be prominently displayedockh the product or .,

- packaging.- , i n- N'

"Filrin the blanks with the word (or words) which most accurately completes fie
thought. . *

18. _Several aSpectsdf health and safety in owning solar heati
to and

*

019, Problems Of ;`Right to*,Light" arises from and
Shading.'

\

ipment relate

13roblemS.

*
. ..:- ,

lf,a colleCtor creates glare, /he property owner may be recluired to
G .

4

21. Proper placerheht and purpose for building oti a lot in given location Is
related to "-

22. Incentives to instalt a solar systsem may be encouraged by legislition. could
be consillered or

0
23. Compensatc5ry regulations4would deal, v)./.(th and

such as. and
6

.0 71 .1

WarrantieS are classi e'd as' either , or

C J



W a :
I,r .

25. 'Problems with.building codes relate to the . .
.

1 r'

(

B.

C.

4 9

!). 1.'.1y h e n

,....

dealing th solar heatLng-§ieterri,s, an appraiseNay choose to

.'''' B.: P
..

'

. Regulatory legislation includes
, 'A. .

D.

.. .,
,

.
frNhe following MUltiple choi-ce questfons, chOosathesphraseWhich.rndst °or--.rectly completes the statem circle the.00rrespqnding letter in front of the,4-phrase., : . . . 4., ., - . -, 7

,

.28. A full' wart4rity must include

'tic, a. repairs at no t anckddillipn reasonable time
"b. cover. onty orig al purchase.-
c.' if not repairable replacepr refund.money. :.;
d. all of the above.

'w

r



-

29. mop of tlpe tollbwing considerations mUst be dealt with when determining
.0acement of solar collectors.

a. Fre:Adorn: from glare
b. Right to,,tight

Building
the above

0.., None of the above
fn..,

4

,

CompareiyoUr answers with thbse given in th. e answer.key in the back of tills'
Guide. If you have any question regarding the correct response to a review

,_.
item, refer fo.yode textbook for clartification. (Seetudy Hint No 9.)

- , r. iv. . -

DO NOT: RETURN THIS fieviEw QUIZFQRGRADING

ge.



Score

Grade

Instructor
Date

DO..NOT WRITEAN THISSPACE

Fundamentals of-Solar Heating
UNIT. Faulk EXAMINATION

-Student's !game

.

Address
It

4 .
City- .

- ''.

state te Zip
:,

...elease indicate whether the fqllowing statements are true or falpe twtdraWing a .Cirtle around 'T (to indicate TRUE) or f .(to.indicate FALSE). 'I
. ,

.i. It is not necessary to install a.f00% auxiliary heat gystem.
A.

T F 2. Retrcifit isthe'practe'of installing:a solar heating system.,In an
existing buildingri, -4% .

T 3. Heat storage units can be ins!talledlanyp place on a concrete slab
basement floor.. , \ I ."--

-4,Glats lined Steel ,t,pnks.ate virtually trot.i41e-free.

5. Since collectors are light weight, little truss and rafter reinforcement
Is "needed' -

6. The f?wer number of pipe fithilgs used, the lower thepretSure.c0Op..

ROofing-is applied after direct -mo,unted collectois have
edi

'8. Liquid collectors are usually placed with the outlet and inlet'COnnec--
,'tors at,the top and bOttom respectively..



41.,__21'
(illpCtOr .panp10- m isivtaahly inspected before tieing hoisted
to place.

dansibh bop

' .1'

o r -".'
nat riot a problem of securely mbunted col-

10:
,

.

11, So; aPsYste.,msolair in Atireter expansion tanks than conventional
water fille0Ydrtlisk6:aysteatF._ . .,

-
, ....: 0..t ...tF, 12. If r "ber,hose-ie'weat ir E uiaguid system it must wrrhstaru, 150-psi.

.../' ',11*. 4;
\ . .

F 13. A gelter.ccilum,r. ...-..torresiort.
,,,

T F .Sens rs'shOuld be * placataefore rougiiin electrical mock is done.

T F 15: -Leak esting a systewis rame-before drywalti6tuilF4
e , 9

T F -16. CiintrOl panels can erisrt-y be loca,Vcr n cist I:Swett:Ise t S
4 -

T F 17. Rough-in electrical. WOlithiphIlliedf3 yeatthow14 loh

F 18.. A pedbli,-0,ed doe! not -ioariliaaan)udiai
tank.

T, F VEWheri:planiiinglice4gar'
adding more coilecyorf 'n

-1. , jt
tr filtert are lakb

4 .:ight, fitting dans')
prIterri.

"Oki .frame oon:tavtt
. stooge contairs,'

ation arf Liid stoolikle

ra,ctice to eave room to'

n aitmtl-ar

array, I
thilg futt67

I y

t/.=aria' to Me P. CriMain e

annot be used to a pelitte.tred

2.:-:Aandard,§heet Root-tit 11sta Intipft icttces are' nit appropriate for
-4oiar 1,work,

r
iftt fritirnally of*externally

ngei of frpere up Mien air collftrzr Solar domestic

ro

-t#



F 26. A closed, IcilioriDHily s.ystonni,
tot loop.

30 psi rates wallet valve iri

F 27.' All DHW systems use 125 mi rated temisesinire/presSinie relief,
valves. L -

T. ---z . 28. The area below a garaigele-ivr car sae used 4'5" rieat.stiAge units:
, . . .

T F . 29. The nioriOlat fiberoloa inissiabon is compressed, eta mom effeC
' tlye itte6',Z3rte6: fr

F , 30. Under. effAain conditions ccotectcirs can reEml. terrperataires: Of, 6'

F 31. Some %remains in suspension trrt a liqui'cireyeimm end cannot be
Vented tit this fl uial is. boaared,o,,

300°F.

32. The insult rernast,essweiliidiffillient kind or sensor mount tote useu
In each ific Iczatjan

F 33. SttOrtimig outra-serrsoriefli sit-utaie an qxtrernety cold condition

DisconnectiOrthectoinrior sensor.from the contrcri sirriulatetann
.tremely cold *

35. Overloading is a Esuse of failure in electrical equiornwint.

F 36.. Outgassing !IS t 11 siting of an A,ily er powdery( film en a =wet'

T F f, 37. A limited warranty proaiactos twee from defects in mammal
and craftsmansiiriil

38.Solarheating assiern rpm-form 4aeily to the Hown*Owners...Wanarrity_
plan-availdbie wilier a !Kowa is sold. a.,

. .
, .11, 4

equiptheat shou, be labeled if its ham
.40. Pluggeit weeirtioles are a, :.4,40104n thin du work.

A1 .-.2SOiar heating systiswitare Niaze-l-nikik -

35



;42. Very few cornmiinities have legislated special coding for sole!. heated
building construction.

43.. Some statbs have passed
, "Fligh to Light laivs

=F

..44. Some Standards' have been developed for solar heating systems by
-the:federal governMent, .

-45: Building insptOtOrs shoula be contacted before donS-truCtiori begins,

40. Lotallurisdictional problems' may exist when solat rnsystes constfuc--
tion contracts are negotiated:.

-47. All money lending agencies consi olar heating systems to be an
, asset to the property.

48. Collectors are considered high risk factOrs for comprehensive in,

9: An installe-* should giVe all-Warranties and produdi information to the
,owner after the s.ystes in operation..

Fill in the blanks withIhe:word (Or Words) which most accurately completes the
thought.

50: Footings,must, be sufficient to place liquid storage tanks bdte-
The basement fitior.:

FiOugh-in electrical Work in

and wire to the

Rook storage'yolts are generally constructed of
4- a jo



Electrical serviCe'Dt...1:, \ 'V and
.

trot panel .but tbi#:islrinsformeC to

V are required 8ths con-,

V for most control circuits..' I

55. Liquid. DHIN circuits are clasSified as

systems.'

56. Minimum thiCkness of insulation for storage tanks should be in-
-

ches, and for pipes and ducts, it,should.be inches.

57. Start -up of a liquid Systerr0 involves the system, testing
and measuring

O.

58. Anemometers, tachometers, and manometers would be needed to balanCe a
.

(an) solar heating system.

59.-. -A proportional control is needed for fans and pumps:
J

. ,

60. Right to 'light probtems arise fi*orn interference from and

61.' Some examples of tax breaks as incentives to invest in 'solar heating are

and taxes.

In the, followthg multiple\ choice ciuestions, cboose ttit phraie which Most cor:,
rectly completes, the statemeniand circle the CorrespondiIng tetter in front of the
phrase.

62. The roof pitch for direct mounted heating,only, Collectors on building at Re.
latitude would be

a 6/12 or. 261/2°.
7/12 or 30°.

c. 12/12 Or 45°.
.d. 4/12 OF 181/2°.



Co'llectorsammers should

a. before emapriction.
mab. befote nkistaing the co o to the roof.

c. Beer heir=mg the-coluatior to the roof.
d. "en isestalkingeartiest circuits.

64. To Ivan popery, nnoizs
feet 'Int air

a. frier
b. -7,inch
c. -vich
d. "ethos

65. Insillow requireqperir arc13 elpheeredelo

piping .must have

. a. ceearreract hei ik
6. fit: me walls
c. cover the fce.,41ilatiimili
d. cover the ceAlifastireftW:

pitch for eacilt

66. MUichz tbiri-. filar equipment placement is delegated to the

a..; arcarnect.
des per.

.

r67. lf' a.syltme is nor peir#ormiytproperIy major Chanteslo the system should
made cony afte

redeeigninf systegn
telAt lOsset ace reduditl.
ma tub mig to the cellectbe.
flesrlg*locks in the pebble-bd.'

To it air removal, at sfart-up of liquid system, the serviceman 'shovi4

ail float vents.
b. I the collector connector.
c... , ':stem after a Week's operation. .

.d, egettalnricatty open all bleeder valves.

98.. i ,
....I,

-...)



_

9. Sensors function [because
,

a. 'watqr dr air,pass over them
b. ofthe kind of Controller uses with them.
c. heat changes in tirjlectri2:41 resistance.. .s
d. of reasons not gated:

7 o bala rR-e.. an air suidi heat , serviceperso

. review. the s drawings..
b. .obtain purr formance data
c. adjwst dam
d. haverianufskturer's iecomrnendat:ons.

71. The most' liquid storage -anksz riseal'are

a. 000111--8410

b. fibs
glace., .1 .

d, g steel. i . t: Alai* - 1

72. Checkw4fthe tter column often -invelVes

a. adersig I ts.
br c ing Mum strips.
c. clewing/ WI

. acting lite flow rate.

A syslah. rtia%' be out of adjustrnen*

a.. its...Witty =heat is decreasinc
b. trmv-weat-is uneven.
c. omitting costs rise.
d. the. above 'occ Ur,

74. To keno-from contaminating potable water a solar system needs

a pressure relief Naive.
a back,flow.check valve.
a balancing verve,

d. shut-off-valve.

4

a.
b.

Be ute your naine and address
are n your exam before Mailing!



- . Alrl Itr Key._
To Progress _Review Questions

LoCate the'specific Progress Review. Alongside the question number you'll 'ind
''1, the correct answer.

If any of your answers o not agree with those listed here `first, reread --me ques-answers
tronjtext, refer back to. Yo r textbook; finally, if you still disagi-ee or fail (, uheer-
sfpd to your satisfaction, fill 2ut one of the student rassistance forms 2.v,)vided .

wifh Your course materials and mail it to your instructor. A detailed ex.zoilstion

Th,___will'be writ to you -as soon as possible.

Lesson One

1.- T
2. T
3. F
4. F,
5.- F'
6. if
7. T
8. F
9.

10. T
11. F
2. T.'
13. T
14. T\ ,

15: F
16. T
17. F.
18.37

F
20. F
21. passive
22., gieentfouse

tipuid
24 lack, absorbing
25. radiation, cgfiduction,.con

tion

4

101.

26. conduction
27.. during
28. 3/4" to 1'1/2'
29., five feet
30.1 leakage, piumbing.cc)rinectoons
31. .heat _pumps, electric resistance

heaters
32. sr efrigeration
33. bsorption
34. compriessor, condensor, expan-

Sion valve, evaporator
35. no, maintenance
36. 50-80
37. buildiufg desigo long term

payout maint4pance
safer

38 d
39. d

. 40. IS .



Lesson Two
1. T
2. 1-
'3. F
4. F
5. F
6. F
7. T
8. T
9. T

.410. F
11. T
12., fossil /

'13. ultra-violet, visible_
14. BTUIft2 /
15. 3.69 ,

16. Ultra-violet .

17. IR
18. infrared

Pc
39. lower, ieduces
20.. greater
21. 2/5 °, 75°-
22. oon time
23. noithern
2 . south
25. the latitude,

/26. 15°
/27. advanCe0311

28. c
29. b
30. b
31. c
32.c
33. a
54, a

infrared

1

.

( ,

,

ti



Lesson Three

1. T
2. T
,3. F
4. F
5. T
6. T
7. T
8. F
9. T

10. F
11. T
12. F
13. F

F
15. F
6. F

17. F
T

19.F
20. T
21. F
22. F 2

23..I
F
T-

26: t
'27.
28. T
29e. concentrattpg, flat plate
30. Ait, Jiquid
31. covers, absorberlolate, heat

'trainsfer tube, insulation frame
b

33. d..
34.'b

""ir 35. d
36. b
37.4b
3811d .

:-.397see Figure 3.8 '

-

o

1"107.



to

NL Lesson For
$. -

1. T
2. T.

F-
41 F

F
6. 'T
7.F.

1 8. F
.9. F
10. t
11. F
12. T
43. F

4 14. T
15, T
16.. T..'

T
.1 . F

9.- r
20. T

F ,

22.t pDase change eystem ,

23. 88
/4-'4i-termosyphon, domestic hot

wafer;
25. water, tack

. 26. building, cabileotor,
electrolysis . ,

28. concrete-,
29. 3/4"`to 11/21
30. vetticar, horjzontal
31. d , . ..."A

s.

-
4'

33. a
34. 6 . y
35.'a

F

. -I'

38. A.:thisystam must be in
sulate0

4

.

.

37. water is abundan

F.

B. pverheatingpay occur
C. there - nay bewater-leakagq,-
putlems,'
41), piping can corrode
E. inspecting for leaks in inac-
ctssibie places. J,

39. A. the system require,s little
maintaaance ,

43. -leaks can be stoppp.4 easily'
C lwarrn air is easily con-
neciad.lo present. heating

,systems` /' f *.
D.:racks. hold heat longar than'
water .

40. A. they Must be large can-
pared tocwdter units
B. pebbles must be washed,
C. ductwork is bulky and Pc:

, upies much ipa:ce
41...A.:concrete

B. steel
Cr fiberglass

42. =22:22°F
43, 7°F
44. 54.6°F -

I

B. water abscrba, headily
C.: rTiinimakspace requirement's .;



.Lessim Five
1: T
.2. F
'3. ;F '';"' -

r-
5. T "-

.tr
. , , t 'FL

T .
T.'
F

:12. F
13. -.F.
14. T

1-6. T.

18. F.
19.
20. 'F
21.. T

T
F

24. collectcrs, heat storage units
25. gallonS per minute
26. anti-freeze, or special fluid, a

drairf-dovin. cycle.
27, shell; tube.7
28. static, vfociPy,,total
29. 'systbm; an
30. cpntroller, actuator

aktectOr, storage unit
32.-conventional heat source

- 33. nickel wire .

34. therrhal conducting compound
. 35: solenoids

36. damper, scilnoid ,

37. elecfromagrietic
38. eiPansion tank &:s
39. balancing valves
40. dielectric unions

.4

.

41. A:- Rretssure redudi-o" valve
a! 'Check valve
C. Globe valie

42. A. :piny filter
:B.. Dainpet a0.istment

p. Ba`SicalisaratiOns
43.. d).

)44.
45...a

-40..- See Ffgure4fs:3----.:'
. ,

.

.

-47
0.

-

'

.
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Lesson Six

1. T
2. F
3. T
4. F

F
6. T
Y. T
8. F
9.

10. cr.
1*1. d
42. a
13. c

b
1'15. d

16. k
17. a
18..a
19. 731.2 sqft.
20: SMACNA Installation Stan-

dards

).

21. A. each procedure is based on
different assumptions

. B. Must be thoroughly ac-.
quainted with the assumptions
and how they differ from the
parameters of his speqificap-
plication '

22. Anyten of the following solar
system fixed initial cost install---
ed cost persquare foot of cd1-
tector loan interest rate loan

4term loan down payment pro-
perty-tax rate income tax rate
maintenance costs insurance
rates property tax rates fuel
costs inflation

'23. A. 55
(3. $1000
C. 2%

.24. A. $6700
B. 400

'C. 72
D. 16.3

25. A. Shell and rube
B. Lbtype
C. Helical

26. 75 x 0.0025 x 145 2.72 gal

9

.7

106 4
1.1k)



Lesson Seven

' 1. F
2. T.

. 3. T
4. T
5. F
6. F
7. F
8. F
9.. T

10. T
'

12
13.
14. d

. 15: a:-
16. A. Heating from the collecjor

B. Heating from storage
C. Heating from auxiliary
D. Storing heat
E. Heating domestic hot water..
(DHW)

17. -opposite'.
18.. A..;air pressure in the system is

higher ,
B. there is more ducting
C the: system runs more hours
D. more ducts through
:unheated space

19. belt
20 five rubber seals
21. A. storing,-heat

B. heating from colleptor
C. heating with auxiliary

xs



Lesson Eight

1:T
2. F
8. T

5. T
6. T.

b

-9.. d
b

1.1.

12.

-13. (A )two of these four) :...
ariance:of water

ten) eratute
B: sign problems due to fact
that torage tank r,nust.be
aboVe collector.7
C. Inability to use pollector-
where temperature drops below

, freezing .

D. Safetyvalves necessary to
allow_ excess -Pressures to
escape

14. pre6sure/temperature relief
15. A. Collector

B. Temperature sensor
C. Pump
Q. check valve see Figure 8-3

16. 8.33x70x(155-45) = 64,141

108



Lesson Nine.

F
!2. F
'3. F
4. T
5. T
6. T
7. F
8. T
9. T

10.-T
F

12. T
13. F'
14.
15. T
16. T
17: F
18. F
19: T
20.T
21. ,F
22. F
233 T
24, T
25.. T
26. F
27: retrofi ling
28. water, t ontainer
29. collecto tilt angle
.,30. air vent
31. copper, i h temperature

plastic 6\
32. volume of I ici, temperature,

rise
33. getter colu
34. A. sheathin

B. felt paper; n tailation
C. cuttin4 pip g openings

I

3'5. A. soldering
B. 'threading
C. clamped rubber hoses

36. A. direct return
B. reverse return

,.. C. series
37.. A. a blower

Ek., matckrized dampers
g. -24-,v o I t o n tr o I ler

.D. optional DHW preheat coil
38. A. low thermal conductance

B. high resilience
C. resistant to fire, insects,

D. a high melting point
E. low bulk density

surface resistant to abra-
sion

39: .b
40. a,
41. d
42. d
43. c

109
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sonlen

. T

. T
3-. F ,

4. 'T
5.
6.. T

7. T
8. T
9. T"

10. F
1 teT
12. -e
13. F
14. T
15. F
16. T
17. T
16. F
19. burns, electrical shoc4
20. 24, sensors, relays, thermostate444'-.
21. 'open all bleed valv0
22. balancing valve , , ',
.23. loose connector, thermal con t,: * symptom

(Aiding compound'
`d V. remedy the-troublei.

.24. work sheets 36. A. part failure, , .25. pressure build-up behind the B. improper' adjustments .-Wass covers p

C. poopconstruction --N,26. outgassing D. poor design ' *.27., materiels, workmanship 37. A. rotating valve anemometer28. 50% ,-;
" B. velometer29. getter column.

C.' pitOt tube30. 160
. D. pressure gauges(for exam-

( 31., A.( charging the system pie manometer)f B: testing control modes, E. thermometer,

C. taking various F. tachometer
measurements G.,.,vbIt-amp meter.... ,

.,
36. e
39. d

.40. c

32. A. air filters
B. uid filters
C;"erfifreeze confientration.
D. blower drive belts
E. pumps ' -
F. liquid levels

33. A. electrical controls
B. plumbing connections fe
DHW
C. air diVerting dampers \
D. blower'. `1'

E, blower motor
34. A. verify temperathre dif;

ferences.
B. check serviceVoltage
C. disconnect the. Hector

alead wire to SIM.Ula Nigh or
'low ternperatures
D. check wite.arou d the
Vice switch

35. A. note the compla
B. determine the sYr tom
C. cheek thb cause of each

110 -



Lesson Eleven

T
2.,
3. T
4. 'F
a T

F
7. 'T
8. F
9. T

10. F
1. I

12. T
¶3. F

115. T
161 F
17.
1§. operational, maintenance -

-19. structural, vegetation
20. change the tqangle
21. zoning 'r'"
22. rOgulatvty, cdnipensatory
23. low cost loans, tax breaks,in-

.% come, sales, real estate
24.. f u I I, -limited, implied
25. A. design charaCteristics
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